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Well ok, this isn't a traditional architect picture post. In fact, I don't know that a

picture exists of our own esteemed William Nichols—I don t have Ford Peatioss
William Nichols'Architect handy in front of me. Nichols was one of the first

professional architects to reside in Mississippi (after Levi Weelts in Natchez). Fie
certainly was the most experienced architect, having seived as State Ai'chitect in both
North Carolina and Alabama, and Assistant State Engineer for Louisiana before

mm

coming to Mississippi in 1835 to rescue our Old Capitol (well, it was just The Capitol
then) from falling down before it even got completed.

An>'way, I've been inspired for a while by my Flicki- pal (and Fondren neighbor)
Natalie Maynor, who always posts interesting pictures from her "graving" expeditions
all over the state. I wasn't familiar with "graving" as a hobby, but Natalie goes on her journeys of discover)' as a

public service to people who live far away but would like a picture or two of their ancestor's grave back in the
backwoods of Mississippi. In fact, a good number of the photos in Find a Grave's Mississippi section (and maybe
other states too) are a result of Natalie's hard work and willingness to tromp through the weeds at the drop of a
hat.

So today, in lieu of an actual picture of Nichols, I thought we'd do the next best thing and post his tombstone,
found in the Odd Fellows Cemetery at Lexington, where he died in 1853 (click on the pictures to make them
bigger).

http://misspreservation.eom/2010/09/22/architect-pics-william-nichols-1780-1853/
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In case you can't read the wTiting:
WILLIAM NICHOLS, ARCHT.

A native of Bath England
Died

Dec 12,1853

Aged 73 years
Haply thy Spirit in some higher sphere
Soars with the motions which it measured here

While thy worn frame enjoys its long repose

Freedfrom the cares ofLife and all its woes.
To read what I think is the most extensive biography available online, check out the entiv for Nichols on the North
Carolina Ai-chitects and Builders site, co-authored by Ford Peatross and Catherine Bishir. And of course, Nichols

is one of the few Mississippi architects with an entiv on vvikipedia. As for his work after North Carolina, I can see

http://misspreservation.eom/2010/09/22/architect-pics-william-nichols-1780-1853/
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why his Alabama and Louisiana sojourns have gotten relatively short shrift(one of the many buildings I wish I
had been alive to see was his Forks of Cypress in Alabama), but he spent the last 17 years of his life in Mississippi,

designing buildings until the end, and yet we still don't have a good scholarly account of his work here. I was
happy to see that the newly re-opened Old Capitol Museum gives Nichols pride of place and even has a nice v\Titeuu about his work on the building on its website.

We do know that as State Architect from 1836 through 1848, he was responsible for the Old Capitol, Governor's

Mansion,the State Penitentiary(on the site of our New Capitol *snickering allowed*), and the begimiings of the
University of Mississippi campus,including the Lyceum and the building that I think is called the Croft Institute
now(much altered). That's four National Historic Landmai'ks right there, which ain't bad for a guy who started
out in Bath, England and ended up in Yazoo County, Mississippi.
He also found time for a variety of private projects, including a church building for the Presbyterians in Jacl<son
(demolished)and possibly (this is conjectural)for the Methodists in Jackson and the Baptists in Columbus(both
demolished). After his retirement as State Architect, he moved to rural Yazoo County, where he shows up in the
1850 census. He was still working though: we know that he designed the first Yazoo County Courthouse in 1850

(gone),and was in the process of designing the Lexington Male and Female Academy(burned 1904)in Lexington

when he died there. He's also credited with the Porterfield House in Vicksburg (c.1850).

Undoubtedly, Nichols was responsible for a good deal of other important buildings of central Mississippi in
addition to his public projects, but we just don't know enough to be sure what exactly he was doing in his free
time. Somebody out there needs to start reading through newspapers beginning around 1836 and get back to us
with some details. An obituary would be especially helpful.

And if you enjoy wandering around taking pictures of gravestones, and you come across one of our Mississippi
architects or builders, snap a shot and send it in. We may not be able to find portraits of each of the men who built

our state, but we can at least find where they lie in (hopefully)sweet repose.
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About ELMalvaney

In addition to raling over the MissPres universe with an iron fist, Malvaney enjoys reading, wandering around old buildings,
stopping to smell the magnolias, fiddling with databases,and sitting on the porch with a big ol' dog watching the world go by.
Non-interests include but arc not limited to skydiving, eating vegetables, and Chinese opera.
View ill! nost.s hv F.LMalvanw —>

1 his entry was posted m Archilerii^ra! Research Cotirthousgs. JacKson. LexinQion Oxtord. Universiligs/Colleonr; Bookmerk the oeimalink

3 Responses to Architect Pics: Wiiliam Nichois(17B0'1853)
Tom Barnes says;
SgplerriDef 2'.-, 20iO a! 8;4S am

I may be getting confused here, but was he also responsible for Charity Hospital in Natchez?

http://misspreservation.eom/2010/09/22/architect-pics-william-iiichols-1780-l 853/
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Ss ELMalvimev says:
September 22, 2010 at 7;16 pm

I have always heard that Robert Mills was the architect(from afar ofcourse)ofthe Charity Hospital, originally the Marine
Hospital and therefore a project ofthe federal go\1;. I've never heard Nichols associated with the hospital, but then again,I
don't know alot about that building.

Tom Bames says:
September 23. 2010 at 1.11 am

I think you are right about that. Losing Charity Hospital was a tragedy.
Reply

Preservation in Mississippi
niog at Wordfri'ss.com.

http://misspreservation.eom/2010/09/22/architect-pics-william-nichols-1780-1853/
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Mississippi's Old Capitol:
Biography of a Building

John Ray Skates

Mississippi Department of Archives and History
Jackson, Mississippi

William Nichols after the Old Capitol
William Nichols, 62 years old in 1842, sud

denly faced unemployment. He had just finished
the Governor's Mansion (right) and the state peni

tentiary when the 1842 legislature abolished his
job. For a few years he owned and operated a hotel
In west jackson near the railroad depot, and he
also undertook private commissions as an archi
tect. Certainly he remained in Jackson, for he de

signed and built the First Presbyterian Church on
North State Street between 1843 and 1846.

in 1845 Nichols again found public employ

Architecture

My engagement with the State having
terminated, 1 now tender

*

my services to the public in

line of my profession. . . . office for

the present, on the State House square".
W. Nichols. Jan. 19, 1838.
Mississippian
Jan. 19, 1838.

ment. The Board of Trustees of the newly chartered

University of Mississippi hired him to design the
university campus and buildings. Nichols, who
earlier had planned the University of Alabama,
was experienced in campus design. From 1846 to

1848, Nichols designed and built the first build
ings at the University of Mississippi. The Lyceum
(below) he built still stands at the head of his

original circular campus.

After completing his work at the university, Nic
hols designed and built a courthouse in Yazoo

City. Yazoo County was by 1850 a rapidly growing
area that threatened Jackson's hold on the state
capital. Nichols's Yazoo courthouse did not survive

the Civil War, but contemporary descriptions pic
tured it as one of Nichols's most beautiful build
ings—sixty feet square with parthenon-like
porticos on each side.

Nichols next went to Lexington in Holmes

County to undertake two commissions. His design
for the Lexington Female Academy resembled the

Lyceum at the University. He also designed "TerryStone," a house for Colonel J. M. Dyer that was an
early "Italianate" building in Mississippi.
Nichols was well into his old age when he went

to Holmes County. He died at Lexington and was

buried there in Odd Fellows Cemetery. The
tombstone identifies him simply as
William Nichols, Archt.

A Native of Bath England
Died

Dec. 12, 1853
Aged 73 Years

\

YAZOO

Its Legends and Legacies
by
Harriet DeCell and
JoAnne Prichard
with an introduction by
Willie Morris
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THS DINNED.

Monday last was the day appointed by

ences of theS;mih,form a combinailou render

the Board of Police, to Inspect the new

ed perfect by the blending of altribulea which

Court House, and a few of our enterprising

ciicli improve the other.

citizens selected it as a convenient occa

sion to complinjcnl the county officers with
a splendid dinner. It was prepared by our

W- E, Pugh—Chief Justice ll'm. L. Hhar/.cyimayhis pen, be long wielded and his
tongue long heard in defence of the rights of

accomplished host II. M. Winn, to wiioin,

the south

too much credit cannot bo given for the

superb manner in which everything was
"Uone Up." It was in a manner to lVin?i

the appetite of the most fastidious epicure.
It would be invideous to apeak of any one

dish, OS superior to another, hut we cannot

help thinking of the pound and a half of
delicious Trout which in some way or other

disappeared from our plate, and the old Port
and Cognac that helped to "cut it in two."
Our Senator, J. J. B. White, and the

Representative from Issaqiiena, Capt. J. J
Hughes, favored us with their countenance

By P. O'Donncl—

Denton—(Not the renegade Tom) but our
own sister Town

Wiiose (Inughtcrsnrc fiiircsl of the fair,
"As pure in thought as A.'igcl.s arc—
To know Ihoin, is to love them."

And whose sons arc high-minded, chivulrlc
and brave. Union between us must add pros
perity.
By Q. D. Gibbfl—

Benton—Iler cilizcns arc unpariilclled for
hospitality and liberality. She furnishes good
ofliccrs and clever gentlemen.
By N. G. Nyc—Our Senator,the Hon.James

J. B. White, he has represented our interests

and good humor. Our Senator is the very

most ably and faithfully, for which, we tender

kernel of good cheer, and added much to
the hilarity of tlie occasion. A. number of

him our thanks.

patriotic and liuinerous toasts were drank,

fclicious rGim.rks, which called forth thunders

among them we have only been able to ob
tain the following:
By J. J. B."While—The Unim of the difTer-

of opplausc.

ont sections of Yazoo county. They arc allied

by the strongest family connection; let ua strive
to encourage the existing harmony;for in union
there is strength.
By C. T. Mann—

Tuioo Court House—iMay it crutiible to the
dust before it shall wrong the board which has
fostered its prosperity, and this d.ny has e.xam-

ined it, to see Us fitness to become a place of
honor and justice.

By J. W. Barnett—Mental Improvements
tliould bo made conducive to moral advance

To which the Colonel responded in a few

By J. II. Lawrence—-Hero*8 hoping that from
this day, all the diitcroncos which have existed
between Bunto i and "Yazoo City for some time
past, may be hurried in oblivion.

By J. 11. Burnis—The county aj Yazoo—
With sectional feelings reconciled and proper
energy; she can become the Empire county of
the Slate.

Mr. Quackcnbos.s being called on for a senti
ment, remarked that he had partaken so freely
of tlio fish dinner, that he feared he would,
therefore, give but a scaly sentiment, lie
would, however, give the following:
The new Court House—Tastei'ul in its de

ment. To cultivate the minds of the young
and to prepare them for the trials and duties of
life, id the groat purpose of education.

sign, faultless in its proportions, and beautiful
in its oppcarancc. To the liberality of our

By II. P. Grattan—The Union, and ifit ever
ilitisolves, may it do so a^ the ice now ininglcs
with liic wine, and lluis blending the salutiiry

the erection of that magnificent Temple ol

coolness of the North, with the warmer influ

South be protected without disunion,

Board of Police, arc we mainly indebted for
Justice.

By R. Eaton Keys—M.iy the rights of the

Dewo<;rflf, Aug. 22, 1850

County Seats 91

THS OCURT HODSE.

The Board of Policu mci in Boiilon on last

Tuesday, to receive the report of Mr. Win.
'Nichols, the Architect appointed hy the Board
to superintend the erection of the new Court
liouso and Jail, The report wsa received,
the liouao declared flniahod. ai d an cr,h r is
sued to have ilie Records removed to Ynzou

Oily, which is for the future, our seal of jus
tice fur the county.

OUR NEW COURT HOUaS.

An cdcfice has arisen in our midat of ontarpassed beauty and convenience In the State al

jeQ.st—ami ef which onr county rnay well !>«
proud. Ii is an c.xcellcnt apecimcn of the lirr-

cian style of nrcliitecture, treated with apirit
ami taste. It has an impo.sii/^ appcaranro Uont

the siiuplieity of the design, the beaiiliful pro
portion "fits parts, and perfect c.vprcs«1oit of
its purpose.
The whole Birijclure is 00 feet on Brondwafr
and GO Icct on Washington street. The en

trance in the centre is gtiined by step! to a

Democrat, Aug. 22, 1850

portico, ol'.l massive colninns, entablaltiro Ac

modeled from those of the Parthenon at A lW>

five hundred brick from the jail at $3.50 per

ens; tiie fjnnU entrnncer h .ve iVuntispiecn lir

thousand.^® Shortly later, the petition from a
number of citizens that the old courthouse be given
to the private school was granted and the Male and

with leaves, etc., similar to thosj of the tem

Female Seminary received it.

accordance with thcpirtico. The exterior of
upper or principal story is dcco.'ated with pi
lasters. The capitals of which arc enriched
ple of the Winds nt Athfn^, iinishing ultli
urcliitrave, frize, dental cornice, and bl.icilini;

The Democrat urged acrimony be put aside:

course, etc. On the apex of the roof standa a

On Monday past the Board of Police held their first
meeting in the new Court House.The Court Records

ledCoriiiililnn colnmns. The first story is di-

were moved down on that day, creating quite a stir

courts with encli a spacion.s li-o-proof vault,
for tiie safe keeping of llecords—an oflice for
the Slierilfand agrand Jury room; the \e-i:iltti)*

in our usually quiet little town.
The Court House has served as a bone of conten

tion between the different portions of the county for
some time, and its removal from Benton has, as was

to be expected,occasioned much hard-feeling on the
part of some who are seriously injured by it. They
resisted it to the last, contending for every inch of
ground, so long as a hinge was left to hang a rope
upon. This, while it was a source of much anxiety,
gave offence to the more reflecting of the successful
party. And now that the contest is over, we hope the

momentary hard-feelings to which it gave rise, may
be forgotten; and that there may be no such thing as
local parties in the county.The desire to remove,and

the determined resistance prompted by interest, we
think was characterized by as little exasperation as
could have been expected, where so much was at
stake. But now that a final decision is made in favor

c pola with dome,etc,, supported by 0 insulaviiled into ollices lor the Cirruit and Frobato

linsalargc and convonicni .stoircnse to the up
per or pviiu ipal story, which cuiitaii» thn
court room and two petit jury rooms, whii.h
will ho under liic cngnizanco of ine court.
The court room is .*57 feet by 'AO feet and

feet high. The arrangement of bench, bur,ju
ry boxes, etc., h ive been much approved; and
the entire room his boon finishcl in a atyle nf
simple elegance. In the erection of thm edi
fice th;-oughont, more has been done than could
bo expected from the limited means at com
mand, and if architecture is expressive, U hi

(lusiincd to become a record of the good table
and judgment of the late Board of Police who
adopted the desigms, and will add another
wreath to the already well earned reputation
ofCapt. Nichols, the architect.
Yours, lie.spectfnlly.
B.

of Yazoo City, there can be no apology for keeping
alive hard-feeling, which cannot be otherwise than
prejudicial to all parties. It was a subject of greatful

(sic) remark that while the Records were coming in,
there was a gratified smile upon every countenance,
but not one shout of triumph."

However,the die-hards were still persisting sev
eral years later:
On the 23rd Hon. W. L. Johnson, Senator from
Yazoo, from a select committee (Messrs. Johnson,

West and Pope) to whom was referred a petition of
460 citizens of Yazoo in relation to the removal of the

Democrat, Aug. 22, 1850

Court House of this county, made a minority report
favorable to the prayer of the petition.
A division was called for, and the report was re
ceived but not agreed to.

Mr. Westfrom the same committee made a major

ity report that no legislation was necessary. Re
ceived and agreed to.

So we presume the Court here is stationary in

Yazoo City, for two years at least."

Early
CHAPTER 21

Architecture

A.s settlers began moving into the Yazoo

rian Persac watercolor renderings of pre-Civil War

needs was an immediate problem to be faced.

Louisiana areas with their white-painted, porticoed houses,green-shuttered windows and pick
et fences enclosing old fashioned gardens with

County area in the 1820's and 1830's the require
ment for housing, trading and other community
Among the early settlers arriving to develop agri
cultural interests must have been carpenters and
builders ofsome experience as well as tradesmen of
diverse building crafts.

No records have been discovered to point to
exact practices, but it is probable that slaves with

speci^ized skills as well as free men were employ
ed to build the structures serving the area as set
tlement was taking place.

Itinerant master-builders may have played a part
in some structures possibly contributing the no
tably sophisticated features of some remaining
houses. Details such as the entrance of the Wil-

son-Gilruth (Chapman)House and the mantels of
Cedar Grove Plantation point to an outside source
in their remarkable sophistication of desien for the
period.

The passage of time, with much destruction dur
ing the Civil War and normal incidents of fire and
unattended deterioration as well as heedless

demolition by unappreciative owners,has left only
a small number of structures to bear witness to the

flowers and shrubs. Only Koalunza of the River
Road houses remains, but its structure indicates
the substantial and civilized life of the area at that
time.

The William Nichols courthouse described else

where in a contemporary quotation (probably re
flecting the architect's own description of the struc
ture) did not last through the Civil War. Its 1872

replacement is a notable structure, but one can only
mourn the loss of the earlier building.
The disastrous 1904 fire destroyed the down
town commercial nucleus without exception as
well as what was a principal residential district in
the Mound Street area.

Fortunately, a number of pre-Civil war houses

interspersed with attractive Victorian examples
have survived in the Broadway, Madison,

Powell, Monroe, Yazoo, and Ward Street area!
Renewed interest in the heritage from the early era
of the county seems to insure the preservation of
what has survived into the present time. Addition

ally, several houses, much altered on the exterior,in

physical environment of the early settlement peri
od of Yazoo County. One can only imagine the old

the 400 and 500 blocks of Jefferson Street retain

River Road winding by Linden Plantation,
Koalunza and others probably much like the Ad-

that time to an important structural extent.
In the county, several different areas retain

This chapter was written and photographed by Yazoo City

houses from the pre-Civil War era, including the

architect, John E. DeCell. A native of Yazoo City, Mr. DeCell
is a graduate of the Yale School of Architecture. He continued

his studies in Europe as a Fulbright Fellow at the University of
Rome. He has been a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Louisiana Landmark Society and a consultant for the Missis
sippi Department of Archives and History. His special interest
is in historic preservation.
222

windows from an early period and may date from

Cedar Grove plantation house, and these struc
tures individually give an indication of the hous
ing and building tradition, as well as the life main

tained within, during the pre-Civil War period.
Sadly,no churches,schools,or commercial struc

tures have remained into the present day from this
period of the county's history.
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Nichols, William (1780-1853): NC Architects & Builders : NCSU Libraries

NORTH CAROLTNA

Architects 5? Builders
A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY

Nichols, William(1780-1853)
Birthplace:

Bath, England

Residences:

New Bern, North Carolina
Edenton, North Carolina

Fayettevllie, North Carolina
Montgomery, Alabama
New Orleans, Louisiana
Show All

Trades:

Architect; Builder; Carpenter/Joiner;

NC Work Locations:

Edenton. Chowan County
New Bern. Craven County
Favetteville. Cumberland County

Engineer

Lexington. Davidson County
Greensboro, Guilford County
Chapel Hill. Grange County
Hillsborouoh. Orange County
Raleigh. Wake County

Building Types:

Educational: Public: Religious:
Residential

Styles & Forms:

Mordecat House fRaleiohl

View larger image and credits
Mordecai House, Raleigh, North Carotlna
Buchman, Tim,"Mordecai House, Raleigh, North Caro
•1998(Buchman), Courtesy of Preservation North Car
Historic Architecture in the Old North Stale. North Can

Special Collections Research Center
The Built Heritage of North Carolina: Historic Arch
SoBclal Collections Research Center. North Caroilt

Federal; Gothic Revival; Greek
Revival

Biography
William Nichols (1780-December 12,1853), an English-bom house carpenter, architect, and engineer, worked in North Carolina from
1800 until 1827, during which time he planned and built some ofthe state's finest and most advancedbuiidings. The first resident
architect in North Carolina sinceJolin Hawks, he was also tlie first North Carolina architect or builder whose practice extended
almost statewide, from Edenton and New Bern near the coast to Lexington and Salisbury in the western Piedmont, Using popular
architectural books of the day, including Stuart andRevett'sytntiguiries 0/Athens, Nichols gave North Carolina unusually early
examples of the Greek Revival and Gotliic R evival styles. He also encouraged a taste for stylish and sophisticated architecture that had
an influence long after he left the state.
Combining the skills of house carpenter and architect, Nichols could construct as well as design buildings,though in some cases he
provided only the design or design and superintendence. References to drawings indicate that he supplied plans, sections, elevations,
and details, but none of these is known tosurviveexcept for a sketch of a cupola on the State House attributed to him. His
correspondence and hills survive only in the papers of a few of his clients. Although many buildings have been suggested as Nichols's
work from stylistic evidence, relatively few have been documented.The building list encompasses documented works plus a few others
where stylistic and circumstantial evidence are especially strong; other possible attributions mentioned in the text await further
investigation and documentation.
Nichols was bom in Bath, England, a center of Palladian and Adamesque architecture, where he apparently learned his trade in a
family of builders. In his application for United States citizenship (1813), he stated that he was a native of Bath, aged 36,and had

resided in North Carolina since the year 1800. By at least 1805, he was in New Bern, where in that year he married Maty Rew, and in
1806 he took as apprentice in Nimrod West, aged 15. In 1806 Nichols's accomplishments prompted English engineer William Tatham
to recommend his countryman as "a Clerk, Draftsman, Surveyor, Architect, and regular bred(Bath,in England)Workman,of
considerable talents, ingenuity, and merit."
What Nichols designed or built in New Bern remains a mystery. Despite extensive research on the city's architecture, there are no

known documented Nichols commissions. A few New Bern buildings have similarities to his later, documented work,suggesting his

influence, such as elliptical recessed arches and openin gs, and unusually early use of full-height columns and Gothic and Greek
Revival elements. At the New Bern Academy(ca. 1806-1810), especially, such details as semi-circular portico and paired modillions

are much like those at his Haves Plantation House.St. John's Masonic Lodge(completed 1809)was the work oflocal master
builder and lodge member John Dewcv: Nichols, too, was a lodge member, and certain design elements suggest his influence,
especially the stylized Palladian facade dominated by a large, elliptical recessed arch. Other suggested attributions include the Harvey
Mansion (after 1797, ca. 1800-1805), the Isaac Taylor House (after 1792), and the(lost) Bank of New Bern (1805-1806).Two
important local churches—both constructed by local builders after Nichols left New Bern but was still in North Carolina—have
elements suggesting a Nichols influence; First Presbyterian Church (1819-1822), a neoclassical frame edifice built bv Uriali Saudv.
Martin Stevenson,and John Dcwcv:and Christ Episcopal Church (1822-1824)in brick in early Gothic Revival style, erected by
local "architects" Martin Stevenson and Thomas Gooding.

Nichols's first documented commissions came in Edenton, North Carolina, where he lived from about 1806 to 1817. There he applied
for American citizenship in 1813, and in 1815(his first wife having died), he married Sarah Simons.In Edenton, too, betook

apprentices to the carpenter's trade, including Benjamin Boulton, Cornelius Leary, James Reed,and James Riggs. He also owned and
hired slaves, probably in eluding artisans as well as servants and laborers. Nineteen slaves were listed in his household in the census of
1810, and he also acquired land in the town and county.

The project that brought Nichols to Edenton, and the earliest work for which Nichols's correspondence su rvives, was the 1806-1809
"restoration" of tlie colonial period St. Paul'.s Fni.'icoRal Church.The Edenton congregation employed Nichols, referred to in the

project as "Architect and House Joiner," to visit Edenton from New Bern in December, 1805.and paid him to survey the building and
make plans in a suitable "manner for fitting up the church."

http://ncarchitects.lib.ncsu.edu/people/P000026
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Nichols's well-documented interaction with St. Paul's building committee offers early insight into the ambitious and style-conscious
builder and architect. He proposed extensive repairs and an elegant interior, with coved ceiling, columns carrying the galleries, plus a
spire and "neat vases"(classical urns)atop the entrance tower. He priced the work at $3,300, plus materials. This was b^ond the
parish's means,and treasurer Josiah Collins urged cuts, including omission ofthe spire, the vases and the block cornice and fri^
around the cove ceiling. Nichols objected to such "abridgement ofthe work... for it would procure me no credit which is an object for
me." Eventually the parties agreed on a contract for $2,150 with a plain rooffor the tower. But as work proceeded,the committee
agreed on some changes(shown in an extra bill for $522 dollars, paid in full on February 13,1809), and Nichols had his cornices and
the spire with comer vases after all.

Also in Edenton, Nichols made repairs to the colonial Chowan County Courthouse (see John Hawks)and built some modest fiame
buildings,including a Chowan County Jail(ca. 1810),the Baptist Meeting Hou.se (1810),and a house for a Mrs. Harriss. He is
also credited, on stylistic grounds, with expanding the James Iredell House(1827)long after he left Edenton, which is credible given
his known relationship with J ames Iredell, Jr.

Nichols's premier work in Edenton was Haves Plantation Hou.sc(1814-1817).The large frame house incorporates a Palladian plan
and late Federal style elements, plus so me ofthe state's earliest Greek Revival and Gothic Revival de tails. He drew upon books such as
Asher Benjamin's American Builder's Companion and Stuart and Revett's Antiquities ofAthens,the latter for the tall, stylized
columns ofthe portico facing the Albemarle Sound. Nichols's work is recorded in detail in the plantation journals and correspondence
kept by his client, planter James Cathcart Johnson. After some preliminary work,including Nichols's attention to the plans,Johnston
recorded in his book,"Nichols engaged to superintend my building at $60 pr month commence 3rd October 1815." In typical fashion,
Johnston himself contracted for much ofthe project,from cutting and sawing timber to plastering. He and Nichols worked out many

details, and Nichols made visits to New Yo rk to order stone steps, mahogany han drails, iron railings, and many other items for the
house.

Nichols's work for Johnston at Hayes paved the way for his future career.In December,1816, before Hayes was completed,Johnston
wrote to his cousin James Iredell, Jr.,legislator from Edenton, encouraging Iredell to "remember Nichols" as a possible architect for

the proposed state penitentiary, a huge and costly project."I Imow of no man so well qualified to superintend a public building in that
way,"said Johnston. Nichols was already pursuing the commission; in November,1816,the committee for the project reported
receiving"an elegant plan drawn by Wm. Nicholls, a professional architect of Edenton,together with some remarfe and explanations,
and an offer of his services,should the measure[to build the facility] be adopted."The penitentiary project was not funded,but
Nichols must have made a good impression in Raleigh. On December 11,1817, Iredell reported to Johnston that "Nichols has got into

employment at Fayetteville-Mr.[John]Winslow, member finm Fayetteville, took Nichols there about a week ago and procured for
him an engagement to superintend the building ofthe State Bank Branch and Cape Fear Branch Bank at Fayetteville at 90 dollars a
month—His plans have been very much admired."(Hayes Papers, Southern Historical Collection}

Moving to Fayetteville in 1817 or 1818, Nichols settled in the state's principal commercial city, an inland port on the Cape Fear River
upstream from Wilmington. He was toed there in the United States Census in 1820. While in Fayetteville, Nichols surely met Ithicl
Town,the noted architect from New Haven and New York, who was also there in the early 1820s, but no record of their acquaintance
or relationship has been found. In addition to the two banks Iredell mentioned,as an engineer Nichols planned and built the
municipal water system,of which he was the president and a stockholder, and advised on navigation projects on the Cape Fear River.
There are also possible Nichols attributions in Fayetteville based on stylistic features and circumstances: the Bank of tiie United
State.s(ca. 1818-1820); perhaps the small,frame Oval Ballroom,an elegant curved room in a freestanding building, enriched with
attenuated Ionic pilasters; and the original St. John's Episcopal Church(1817-1818), a simple Gothic Revival building later rebuilt on
the old walls after the fire of1831(see William Drummond).Nichols may also have built the law office(1818)and summer home

(1820)ofJudge Robert Strange,the Fayetteville Academy,and other structures now lost. In 1831, a city-wide fire swept Fayetteville,
destroying or damaging most of its buildings including much of Nichols's work.

Not long after arriving in Fayetteville, and doubtless aided by his influential friends,in 1818 Nichols gained a salaried position (at
$400 a quarter)as State Architect and Superintendent of Public Buildings(the title varied). He was responsible both for new state
buildings and for repairs and improvements to existing on es. Between 1820 and Lafayette's 1825 visit to Raleigh, Nichols evidently
added the tall Ionic portico to the front ofthe "Government House," or Governor's Palace which faced the State House from the
south terminus of Fayetteville Street. He also built a small office building on Union Square.
Nichols's most important project as State Architect, however, was the remodeling of the State House in Raleigh. In 1818, he was
commissioned to survey the old State House,built in 1794-1797,to advise on repairs and renovations. In 1819 he was also asked for
"professional" advice on where to place the statue of George Washington in Roman garb,commissioned in 1815 by the state from the
prestigious Italian scul ptor Antonio Canova and expected to arrive soon. Combining the two ideas,in 1819 Nichols presented a
persuasive report,full of classical references and accompanied by drawings(now lost), advocating a complete transformation ofthe
State House to provide a suitable location for the statue. He estimated the project would cost no more than $25,000.The committee
endorsed his design, which they said possessed "that taste and elegance, which the nature ofthe subject made so absolutely
indispensable." The project was authorized in 1819,and work began in 1820 and was completed in 1822.
Nichols's dramatic transformation ofthe State House produced an imposing neoclassical brick edifice with central dome,twin
porticoes, and arched openings at the ground story; its central rotunda and paired legislative chambers followed the example of its
predecessor. Combining Palladian and early Greek Revival elements,it was an early example ofa plan used previously in the United
States Capitol, with a central rotunda flanked by large legislative chambers.The Raleigh Register ofOctober 19,1821, with language
surely contributed by Nichols, carried a detailed description ofthe nearly completed building.The circular Senate chamber featured a
gallery supported by twelve pillars "ofthe Greek Ionic order."The House of Commons was to be "semi-elliptical" with its gallery
supported by a "Peristyle ofcolumns ofthe same order." Stairs and offices occupied the east and west wings."The Rotunda,
surmounted by a Dome, which is to be the receptacle ofthe Cenotaph of Washington, occupies the center ofthe building." In 1821,
Nichols supervised the hauling ofthe Washington statue from Fayetteville, where it had arrived by boat via Wilmington, and its
installation in the ground floor ofthe rotunda. There the famed statue was lighted from above from the cupola atop the dome.

Upon its completion in 1822,although the cost ofthe edifice had far exceeded the estimate-running to $65,000—the State House met
with widespread admiration. In a letter to a friend in New Haven,architect Ithiel Town praised it as being a more elegant State House
than any other state had yet built, and admired the statue of Washington. In remarks to the legislature published in the Raleigh

Register of November 22,1822,the governor praised the "talents ofthe architect" seen in "such an elegant specimen," and expressed
his appreciation for "giving encouragement to genius and attainment in one of the fine arts, which has hitherto been so little known,or

properly estimated,among us." Nichols's State House provided the state with an important object of public pride. It also proved to
have a profound influence on the form of its successor, the North Carolina State Canitol(1833-1840).

After completion ofthe State House,the University of North Carolina employed Nichols from 1822 to 1827 to improve or build several
campus buildings. These projects included construction ofthe 3-story Old West and addition of a third story to the older Old East to
balance it. He also planned Gcrrard Hall(originaDy the New Chapel), a brick structure with a tall Ionic portico similar to that at the
Governor's Palace, and made repairs and alterations to other university structures.

During his"engagement with the state," Nichols continued his private practice. In 1822 he advertised under the heading "Architecture
and Civil Engineering" that he could attend to the "frequent applications" ofthose whom his ofticial duties had obliged him to neglect.
A few private projects have been documented from what must have been highly productive years. Like other architects, for some he
may have supplied drawings and specifications by mail, while for others he supervised construction.
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In Hillsborough, not far from Chapel Hill, Nichols planned Eaele I.x)dge (1823-1824), a sophisticated brick building wiA small Ionic
portico. He was also involved in planning St. Mattlicw's EoiscoDal Church,a modest brick building with Gothic Revival windows:
In 1825,churchman William Anderson wrote to his uncle, Duncan Cameron,"Mr. Nichols has made a farther alteration in the plan of
our church making it 35 x 45 feet, saying that a less width would not be proportional to the le ngth"(Cameron Family Papers,Southern
Historical Collection). Also attributed to Nichols is I.ocliicl. a 11/2 story raised cottage with Federal style details, built for a member
of William Anderson's family.

West of Hillsborough, Nichols undertook scattered but important projects. He designed the Guilford Countv Courthouse and the
Davndson County Cotirthouse in the 1820s,and possibly the Rowan County Courthouse, all of which are long lost. In Salisbury, as

Nichols informed Archibald D. Murphey,he designed a monument to leading Salisbury citizen Archibald Henderson, which was
fabricated "at a Statuary in Philadelphia" in 1825.The pedestal with urn in brownstone and marble is signed by"Wm.Nichols,
architect."

Other private projects have been suggested as Nichols's work because oftheir architectural character, but without supporting
documentation thus far. Still to be determined,for example,is whether Nichols had a role in planning such distinctive houses in the

Albemarle region as Athol near Edenton and Cove Grove near Hertford, which resemble later Alabama houses credited to Nichols.
Back in Raleigh, where Nichols had been employed as State Architect, he gained notable commissions among the local elite.The only
surviving example of his work in Raleigh is the large addition to the Mordccai House(1825-1826),located on a plantation that was
then located north ofthe dty. Here Nichols served as architect and contractor. In April 1825, Ellen Mordecai wrote to her brother
Solomon that their brother Moses Mordecai(d.1824)had provided in his will for expanding his old house for his widow, Nan(y,and
their children. Ellen commented,"Nancy veiy wisely has made a contract with Nichols the architect in Raleigh-he will have the whole

trouble ofthe building & it is to be given up to Nancy complete except painting. Nichols has a very handsome taste the state house is
beautifully finished and I think he will make the place veiy handsom [sic] as well as very comfortable and convenient"(George W.
Mordecai Papers,Southern Historical Collection). Payments from the estate to Nichols went from July, 1825, to December 5,1826.
Nichols produced a 2-story frame addition that became the main,south front of the house.It features unusually early Greek Revival
details, including a Palladian double portico with stylized Doric and Ionic inspired columns,and rooms finished with early Greek
Revival moldings and mantels.

Other commissions in Raleigh included either building or strengthening the Wake Countv Jail of1825; remodeling and addition of
a piazza to the George E. Badger House (X827); and the first sanctuary of Christ Episcopal Church (1826-1829),a simple
Gothic Revival frame building.The Raleigh Register reported on November 1,1826,that the members ofChrist Church had
"contracted with Mr. Wm.Nichols to bu ild it...[From]the acknowledged talents ofthe architect, we have no doubt this church will be
an ornament to the city." In April, 1827, when Nichols left for Alabama, he left the church and some other projects unfinished.
As was true of many North Carolinians in the 1820s and 1830s, prospects for work and wealth attracted Nichols to the fast growing
state ofAlabama.There he became State Architect and planned and built the State Capitol, buildings at the University of Alabama,and
other public and private projects.

Although no longer living in North Carolina, Nichols still had a role in its architectural development, specifically in defining the
cruciform plan ofthe State Capitol built in 1833-1840. As traced in detail by Cecil D. Elliott and John L.Sanders, after Nichols's
remodeled State House burned in 1831,in 1832 the legislature appropriated $50,000 to rebuild on the site, and directed the building
commissioners to"employ an architect for such purpose as they may deem necessary";the legislature specified that the "general plan"
should be "the sa me as the former building," but larger, with at least the lower story ofstone,and the roof covered with zinc or other
fireproof material.

By early 1833 the commissioners had received various plans, including a temple-form design by the prestigious New York firm of
Town and DavLs and a design from William Nichols, acting in some capacity with his son, Willia m,Jr., who had become an architect
or builder himself. Nichols,Jr., met with the commissioners,and on April 2,1833,the commissioners chose the Nichols scheme.
According to the Raleigh Register,they engaged Nichols,Jr.,to "prepare the Plan ofthe Building and to make out the proper
specifications
If any further architectural skill be found necessary, Mr. Nichols, or hisfather [italics added],on being requested to

do so, will pay occasional visits to Raleigh during the progress ofthe work." On July 26,1833, Nichols, Jr., was paid $350 for his
professional services, and the commissioners stated that they required no further services.They anticipated hiring a contractor or a
supervisor to manage the project with their guidance.
Although no image ofthe Nichols design for the State Capitol survives, descriptions and the sto ne walls as built show that it was
cruciform in plan, with a central dome,Ionic porticoes, and arched openings at the ground story,its central rotunda and paired
legislative chambe rs followed the example ofits pre decessor. It was also similar to but grander than Nichols's Alabama State Capitol.
Construction began on the stone edifice in early summer,1833,and the cornerstone was laid on July 4. Later that summer.Town and

Davis came back into the project and transformed the design into their own bold Greek Revival style. But with the massive stone walls
already begun,they necessarOy incorporated Nichols's cruciform plan, rotunda,and flanking legislative chambers.
Generally credited to the more famous Town and Davis,the unique design ofthe State Capitol owes as much to the less often
acknowledged contribution of William Nichols. As stated by John L.Sanders, scholar ofthe State Capitol,"The Nicholses determined
the ground plan,general dimensions,and massing of the capitol and the disposition ofthe principal spaces within it. Their successor
architects,"Town and Davis(August 1833-35)and David Paton (1835-40), modified and greatly refined but could not fundamentally
alter the basic design."

From Alabama, William Nichols,Sr., moved in 1833 to Louisiana, where as Assistant State Engineer he enlarged and remodeled B.
Heniy Latrobe's former Charity Hospital in New Orleans to serve as the State House.In 1836 he moved to Mississippi where he spent
the rest of his career, again serving as State Architect. He planned or built the State Capitol, the Executive Mansion,and the
Penitentiary in Jackson, plus other churches,schools, residences, and public edifices. At his death in 1853 Nichols was a resident of
Lexington, Mississippi. His tombstone in Lexington was inscribed "William Nichols, Archt., A native of Bath, England, Died Dec. 12,
1853. Aged 73 years."

Nichols was well-remembered in North Carolina after nearly 30 years' absence. The Raleigh North Carolina Standard carried news of

his death on January 7,1854,and on February 8 published a remembrance:"Capt. William Nichols,[who]... died recently in
Mississippi, was the architect who designed and executed the very great improvements made upon our old State House, which was
completed in 1822,and burned down in 1831. He was an Englishman,eminently skilled in his profession, and traces ofimprovement
introduced by him are now discoverable in every section ofthe State.The cottage erected by him [a] mile north ofthis City, on the
road to Petersburg, by the late Moses Mordecai, Esq., was designed by him,and was the earliest specimen ofthat order of architecture

among us." Years later. Governor David L. Swain recalled of Nichols in Early Times in Raleigh,"He was a skillful and experienced
artist and made the public greatly his debtor for a decided impulse given to architectural improvements throughout the State, in
private as well as public commissions."
Authors: C.Ford Peatross and Catherine W.Bishir. Contributor: John L.Sanders.
Published 2009
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Building List
Archibald Henderson Monument(1825)
Contributors:

William Nichols, architect

Location:

Salisbury, Rowan County

Street Address:

Old Lutheran Cemetery, Salisbury, NC

Status:

Standing

Typo;

Memorial

Bank ofthe United States(Ca.1820)
Variant Name(s):

Fayetteville Woman's Club

Contributors:

William Nichols, attributed architect

Location:

Fayetteville, Cumberland County

Street Address:

225 Dick St., Fayetteville, NC

Status:

Standing

Type:

Commercial

Images Published in:

C. Ford Peatross, William Nichols, Architect(1979).

Note:

The history of the present Fayetteville Woman's Club is somewhat
uncertain, but evidently it was built as a bank, probably by William Nichols,
and became a residence after 1836. It is one of the few buildings in

Fayetteville that survives from before the fire of 1831.

Baptist Meeting House(1810)
Conb-Ibutors:

William Nichols,carpenter

Location:

Edenton, Chowan County

Street Address:

Edenton, NC

Status:

No longer standing

Type:

Religious

Cape Fear Bank(Ca.1817-1818)
Contributors:

William Nichols, architect

Location:

Fayetteville, Cumberland County

Street Address:

Fayetteville, NC

Status:

No longer standing

Type:

Commercial

Chowan County Jail(Ca.1810)
Contributors:

William Nichols, builder

Location:

Edenton, Chowan County

Street Address:

Edenton, NC

Status:

No longer standing

Type:

Public

Christ Episcopal Church(1826-1829)
Contributors:

Wililam Nichols, architect

Location:

Raleigh, Wake County

Street Address:
Status:

N. Wilmington St. at Edenton St., I^leigh, NC
No longer standing

Typo:

Religious

Davidson County Courthouse(1824-1825)
Contributors:

William Nichols, architect

Location:
Street Address:
Status:

Lexington, Davidson County
Lexington, NC
No longer standing

Type:

Public

Note:

David L. Swain cited the Davidson County courthouse as one of Nichols's
works, and court records include references to the project. When the

Davidson County court authorized construction of a new courthouse and jail
in 1824, it recommended taking the courthouse in Salisbury(Rowan
County)as a model in terms of size and materials and recommended
employing William Nichols as superintendent.

Eagle Lodge(1823)
Contributors:

John Berrv. attributed builder; Samuel Hancock, attributed builder;
William Nichols, architect

l-ocatlon:
Street Address:

Hillsborough, Orange County
142 W. King St., Hillsborough, NC
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Type:

Fraternal

images Publlstied In:

Catherine W. Bistilr. Worth Carolina ArctiilecturB (1990).
Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southern, A Guide lo the Histon'c
Architecture of Piedmont North Carolina (2003).

Frances Benjamin Johnston and Thomas Tileston Watennan, The Early
Architecture of North Carolina (1941).
C. Ford Peatross, 'Mlliam Nichds. Architect(1979).

Eagle Lodge, Hillsborough. North Carolina

—

VScitalion:

ifiH

Buchman, Tim.'Eagle Lodge, Hillsborough. North Carolina" Tim Buchman Photographs,
198S-1998{Buchman), Courtesy of Preservation North Carolina, Built IHerilage ofNorth
Carolina: Historic Architecture In the Old North State. North Carolina State University,

Libraries. Special Collections Research Center
The Built Harltaae of North Carolina: Historic Architecture in the Old North StateSpecial Collections Research Center. North Carolina State University Libraries

View larger Image and credits

FayettevUle Waterworks(Ca. 1822)
William Nichols, architect and engineer

Fayettevllle. Cumberland County
Fayetteville, NC

street Address:

No longer standing

George E. Badger House(1827[improvements])
William Nichols, architect

Raleigh, Wake County
W. Edenton St. near Dawson St.. Raleigh. NC

Street Address:

No longer standing

Gerrard Hall(1822-1837; 1858[improvements])
New Chapel

Variant Name(s):

William Nichols, architect (1022-1837); Thomas A. Waltt. builder(1837)
Chapel Hill. Orange County

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. NC

Street Address:

Standing
Type:

Educational

Images Published In:

John V. Ailcott, The Campus at Chapel Hilt: Two Hundred Years of
Architecture(1986).
M. Ruth Little, The Town and Gown Architecture of Chapel Hill, North
Cardina, 1795-f975(2008).
C. Ford Peatross. William Nichds, Architect(1979).
William S. Powell, The First State University: A Pictorial History of the
University of North Cardina (1992).

As built from Nichols's design, Gerrard Hall included an imposing Ionic
portico on one side: the portico was removed ca. 1900, and recreated in
2007-2008.

-^Tille:

Gerrard Hall, Chapel Hill, Orange County. NC

<i Citation:

"Gerrard Hall, Chapel Hill, Orange County. NC", North Carolina Collection, North Carrtina
Collection, University of North Carolina Library at Chapel Hill

> l Source;

North Carolina Collection. University of North Carolina Library at Chapel Hill.

View faroer Image and credits

Governor's Palace (1814-1816; ca. 1820-1825 [addition]; 1855[addition])
James Calder. builder(1814-1816): Dabnev Cosbv. contractor(1855):
William Nichols, architect(ca. 1820-1825)
Raleigh, Wake County
street Address:

South St. at Fayetteville St., Raleigh, NC
No longer standing

Images Published In:

Catherine W. Bishir,'Mr. Jones Goes to Richmond: A Note on the Influence

of Alexander Parris's Wickham House," Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians vol. 43, no. 1 (March. 1984), reprinted in Catherine

W. Bishir, Southern Built: Amen'car? Architecture, Regional Practice (2006),
C. Ford Peatross, Wliiam Nichols. Architect (1979).
Elizabeth C. Waugh. North Carolina's Capital, Raleigh (1967).
Modeled after the plan of the Wickham House (1811-1812)in Richmond.

Virginia, the brick building was razed in 1885.
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Guilford County Courthouse(1820s)
William Nichols, attributed architect

Greensboro. Guilford County
Street Address;

Greensboro. NC

No longer standing

David L. Swain, governor, listed courthouses In Davidson and Guilford
counties as Nichols's work In his book. Early Tiwes in Raleigh (1867).

Harriss House(Undated,ca. iSio)
William Nichols

Edenlon. Chowan County
street Address:

Edenton, NC
No longer standing

Hayes Plantation House(1814-1817)
Miles Badham. carpenter; Dave Dickinson, plasterer; Benlamin French.

plasterer: Jim Millen, workman; William Nichols, architect and house
carpenter; John Walker, workman; Job Welcome, brickmason
Edenton, Chowan County
street Address;

Hayes Plantation, Edenton vicinity, NC
Standing

Type:

Residential

Images Published In;

Catherine W. Bishir, North Carolina Architecture(1990).
Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southem, A Guide to the Histon'c
Architecture of Eastern North Carolina(1996).

Frances Benjamin Johnston and Thomas Tlleslon Waterman, The Early
Architecture of North Carolina (1941).
C. Ford Peatfoss, Wiiliam Nichols, Architect(1979).

John G. Zehmer, Jr., Hayes: The Plantation, Its People, and Their Papers
(2007).

On Hayes's construction, see Catherine W. Bishir, "'Severe Survilude to
House Building'; The Construction of Hayes Plantation House. 1614-1817,"
North Carolina H/s/ort'ca/Rev/ew, Vol. 80, No. 4 (Oct.. 1991), reprinted in
Catherine W. Bishir, Southem Built: American Architecture, Regional
Practice (2006). For a history of the family and house, see John G. Zehmer,
Hayes Plantation.
Title;

Hayes, Edenton, Chowan County, North Carolina

Citation;

'Hayes, Edenton, Chowan County, North Carolina' State Historic Preservation Offtce
(SHPO), Built Heritage of North Carolina: Historic Architecture in the Old North State, North

Source;

The Built Herltaoe of North Carolina: Historic Architecture In the Old North State.

Carolina State University. Libraries. Special Collections Research Center
Special Collections Research Center. North Carolina State University Libraries

View larger Image and credits

James Iredell House(Addition)(1827)
William Nichols, attributed architect

Edenton, Chowan County
street Address;

Images Published in:

105 E. Church St., Edenton. NC

Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southem, A Guide to the Historic

Architecture of Eastern North Carolina (1996).
Thomas R. Butchko, Edenton, an Architectural Portrait: The Historic
Architecture of Edenton, North Carolina (1992).
C. Ford Peatross, Wliiam Nichols, Architect (1979),

The Iredell House addition has been attributed to Nichols on stylistic
grounds. Including similarities of detail to Haves Plantation House.
However, recent dendrochronology research Indicates It was built about

1627, by which time Nichols was In Raleigh or had left for Alabama. No
documentation of Its construction has been found.

Lochiel(1820s)
William Nichols, attributed architect

Hillsborough, Orange County
Street Address;

Hillsborough. NC

Type:

Residential

images Published In;

C. Ford Peatross, William Nichols. Architect(1979).

No longer standing
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Mordecai House(1825-1826)
William Nichols, architect

Raleigh, Wake County
Mordecai Drive, Raleigh, NC

Street Address;

Standing

Images Published In:

Cathehne
Catherine W. Bishir. North Ci
Carolina Architecture(1990).
Catherine W. Bishir and Mich
Michael T. Southem, A Guide to the Historic
Architecture of Piedmont
Piedrront Nor
North Carolina(2003).
ntie:

Mordecai House, Raleigh, North Carolina

Citation:

Buchman. Tim."Mordecai House. Raleigh, North Carolina" Tim Buchman Photographs. 1908
•1990(Buchman). Courtesy of Preservation North Carolina, Built Heritage ofNorth Carolina:
Historic Arc/i/fecfwre in the Old North State. North Carolina State University. Libraries.

;

I'source:

Special Collections Research Center

The Built Heritage of North Carolina; Historic Architecture tn the Old North State.
Special Collections Research Center. North Carolina State University Libraries

View larger Imane and credits

New Bern Academy(Ca.1806-1810)
William Nichols, attributed architect; John M. Oliver, carpenter
New Bern, Craven County
514 New St., New Bern. NC

Street Address:

Type:

Educational

Images Published In:

Catherine W. Bishir, North Carolina Architecture
Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T, Southem, A Guide to the Historic
Architecture of Eastern North Caro//na (1996).
C. Ford Peatross, kW/f/am Nichols, Architect(1979).

Peter Sandbeck. The Historic Architecture of New Bern and Craven County.
North Carolina (1908).

Although no documentation links Nichols with the New Bem Academy,
similarities of detail with his Hayes In Edenton suggest his hand. Including
the half-round portico and the use of paired modillions.

fitle:

nation:

New Bem Academy, New Bem, North Carolina

Buchman, Tim."New Bem Academy, New Bem, Norlh Carolina* Tim Buchman Photographs.
19B8-1998(Buchrran). Courtesy of Preservation North Carolina, Built Heritage of North
Carolina: Historic Architecture in the Old North State. North Carolina State University.
Libraries. Special Collections Research Center

Source:

The Built Heritage of North Carolina: Historic Architecture In the Old North State.

Special Collections Research Center. North Carolina State University Libraries
View laroer Image and credits

North Carolina State Capitol(1833-1840)
Thomas Braoo. Sr.. supervisor (1830s): John J, Brloos. carpenter

(1830s); Thomas H. Brloas, Sr.. carpenter(1830s): Alexander Jackson
Davis, architect {1830s): William Drummond. supervisor(10305): Robert
FIndlater. stonecutter(1830s): Asa Kino, carpenter(1830s): William
Murdoch, stonecutter(1830s): William Nichols, architect (1830s); Wlliam
Nichols, Jr., architect(1830s); David Paton. architect and supervisor

(1830s): William Perctval. architect(1858).; Town and Davis, architects
(1030s): llhlal Town. architect(1830s): William Strickland, consulting
architect (1830s); William Stronach. stonecutter (1830s)
Raleigh. Wake County
Street Address:

Union Square, Raleigh, NC
Standing

Type:

Public

Images Published In:

Catherine W. Bishir, North Carolina Architecture(1990).
Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southem, A Guide to the Historic
Architecture of Piedmont North Carolina(2003).
Edward T. Davis and John L. Sanders, A Romantic Architect in Antebellum
North Carolina: The Works ofAlexander Jackson Davis(2000).

Although sometimes credited solely to Town and Davis, the design of the
capitol was the result of a sequence of work by William Nichols, Jr. and Sr..
Town and Davis, and David Paton, with advice from William Strickland. For

a fuller explanation of the chronology and contributions of architects
Involved in the State Capitol, see Bishir. North Caroftria Architecture and
other sources cited herein.

nils:

North Carolina State Capitol, Raleigh. North Carolina

citation:

Buchman, Tim."North Carolina State Capitol, Raleigh, North Carolina" Tim Buchman

Photographs, 1988-1998(Buchman). Courtesy of Preservation North Carolina, Built Heritage
of North Carolina: Historic Architecture in the Old North State. North Carolina State

University. Libraries. Special Colleclions Research Center
Source:

The Built Heritage of North Carolina: Historic Architecture In the Old North Stale.
Special Collections Research Center. North Carolina State University Libraries

View larger Imaoe and credit

http://ncarchitects.lib.ncsu.edu/people/P000026
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Old East(1793-1795; 1822[additionl; 1844-1848 [addition])
Albert and Osborne. plasterers (1644-1848); Isaac J, Collier, contractor

(1844-1848); Dabnev Cosbv. brick contractor (1844-1848); Alexander
Jackson Davis, architect (1844-1848); Thomas Day, cabinetmaker(1844-

1848); William Nichols, architect (1822); James Patterson, builder(17931795); Kendall B.WaItt conlractor(1844-1848)
Chapel Hill, Orange County

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. NC

Street Address:

Type:

John V. Allcotl, The Campos at Chapel Hill: Tno Hundred Years of

Images Published In:

Architecture

Catherine W. Bishir, North Carolina Architecture(1990).
Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southern. A Guide to the Historic
Architecture of Piedmont North Carolina (2003).
Edward T. Davis and John L. Sanders, A Roman(/c Architect in Antebellum
North Carolina: The Works of Alexander Jackson Daw's(2000),

M. Ruth Little. The Town and Goivrt ArcJiitecture of Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. 1795-1975 (2006),
William S, Powell, The First State University: A Pictorial History of the

University of North Carolina (1992).
Old East is the oldest building on UNC campus. It was enlarged and given

the Tuscan end bay by Alexander Jackson Davis, See North Carolina
Architecture and Architects and Builders in North Carolina for details and J.

Marshall Bullock."The Enterprising Contractor, Mr. Cosby,* for a detailed

account of Dabney Cosbys involvement in the Old East and Old West
projects.

^Tltle:

Old East. Chapel Hill. Orange County, NC

■Old East, Chape! Hill, Orange County. NC*, North Carolina Collection, North Carolina
Collection. University of North Carolina Library at Chapel Hill

' rH/'
'

^|soorce:

North Carolina Coltectlon, University of North Carolina Library at Chapel Hill.

View larger Image and credits

Old West (1822-1823; 1844-1848 [addition])
Albert and Osborne, plasterers (1844-1848); Isaac J. Collier, contractor

(1844-1848); Dabnev Cosbv, brick contractor (1844-1848); Alexander
Jackson Davis, architect (1844-1848); Thomas Day, cabinetmaker (18441848); William Nichols, architect (1822-1823); Kendall B.WaltL
contractor (1844-1848)
Chapel Hill, Orange County
street Address:

University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC

Status:

Standing

Type:

Educational

Images Published In:

John V. Allcolt, The Campus a( Chapel Hill: Two Hundred Years of
Architecture (1986),
Catherine W, Bishir, North Carolina Architecture (1990).
Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southern, A Guide to the Historic

Architecture of Piedmont North Carolina (2003),
Edward T, Davis and John L. Sanders. A Romanfi'c Architect in Antebellum

North Carolina: The Works of Alexander Jackson Davis (2000).
M. Ruth Little, The Town and Gown Architecture of Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. 1795-1975(2006),
William S. Powell. The First State University: A Pictorial History of the
University of North Carolina (1992).
Alexander Jackson Davis remade the north fagades of Old East and Old

West with Tuscan end bays to face Franklin Street, Builder Dabney Cosby

questioned his design. See J. Marshall Bullock, The Enterprising
Conlractor, Mr, Cosby," for a detailed account of Cosbys Involvement in the
Old East and Old West projects.

Skinner Law Office (Ca. 1810)
Contributors:

William Nichols, attributed builder

Location:

Edenlon. Chowan County

Street Address:

401 Court St., Edenton. NC

Status:

Standing

Type:

Residential

Images Published In:

Thomas R. Butchko. An Inventory of Historic Architecture, Sampson
County, North Carolina (1981),
C. Ford Peatross, William Nichols, Architect (1979).

St. Matthew's Episcopal Church (1825-1826)
Contributors:

John Berrv, probable builder; Samuel Hancock, probable builder; William
Nichols, architect

Location:
Street Address:

Hillsborough, Orange County
St, Marys Rd,. Hillsborough, NC

http://ncarchitects.lib.ncsu.edu/people/P000026
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Type:

Religious

Imaocs Published in:

Calherine W. Bishir, North Carolina Archileclure(1990).

Page 9 of 10

Calheiine W. Bishir and Michael T, Southern. A Guide to the Hislon'c
Architecture of Piedmont North Carolina (2003),

Frances Benjamin Johnston and Thomas Tileslon Waterman, The Early
Architecture of North Carolina (1941).
C. Ford Peatross, William Nichols, Architect (1979).

Note:

Local tradition credited the design of St. Matthew's to cleric Francis Lister
Hawks: there is evidence, however, that William Nichols took a role in the

P* ~.." ^B Bthib: St.Mat hew's Episcopal Church.Hil sborough,North Carolina
design of the modest Gothic Revival brick church.

^

K .^T^Bcitailon:
M SFvj4jW

Buchman. Urn. *St. Matthew's Episcopal Church, Hillsborough, North Carolina'Tim
Buchman Photographs, 1988-1998(Buchman), Courtesy of Preservation North Carolina,
Built Heritage of North Carolina: Historic Architecture in the Old North State, North Carolina
University. Libraries. Special Collections Research Center

|gg^*|j^^^^M|ej3|8youree:

The Built Harltaoe of North Carolina: Historic Architecture In the Old North State.
Special Coltoctlons Research Center. North Carolina State University Libraries

View larger Imaoe and credits

St. Paul's Episcopal Church (1736-1774; 1806-1807[renovated]; 1848[modified];
1950[restored])
Contributors:

Jim Millen, bricklayer and plasterer (1806-1807); William Nichols, architect
(1806-1807); Joe Welcome, brickmason and plasterer (1805-1807); Frank
Wills, architect(1848)

t^ocation:

Edenton, Chowan County

Street Address:

100 W. Church St., Edenton, NC

Type:

Religious

Images Published In:

Catherine W. Bishir, North Carolina Arc/i/fecfure(1990).
Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T. Southern, A Guide to the Historic
Arc/T'feclore of Eastern North Carolina(1996).
Frances Benjamin Johnston and Thomas Tiieston Waterman, The Eariy
Architecture of North Carol/"na (1941).
The brick colonial church took years to complete, from 1736 to 1774. its
builders are not known. In 1806-1807, the parish employed architect William
Nichols to renovate the old church, which had suffered from neglect. He
added the Federal style Interior woodwork, a spire on the tower, and other
elements; Joe Welcome and Jim Millen accomplished the repointing of the
old brick walls and probably the Interior plastering. Some changes were

made later in (he 19"^ century, including the chance!furnishings planned by
Eccieslologlst architect Frank Wills of New York. During a restoration In
1949, when the interior woodwork had been removed, the church caught fire
and was severely damaged. It was immediately restored, reusing the
Federal period and antebellum interior elements,
Title:

St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Edenton, North Carolina

Citation:

Buchman, Tim.'St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Edenton, North Carolina" Tim Buchman
Photographs, 1988-1998(Buchman), Courtesy of Preservation North Carolina, Built Heritage
of North Carolina: Historic Architecture in the Old North State. North Carolina State
University. Libraries. Special Collections Research Center

Source:

The Built Heritage of North Carollrta: Historic Architecture In the Old North State.
Special ColiectlonB Research Center. North Carolina State UnlversHv Libraries

View larger image and credits

State Bank(Ca. 1817-1818)
William Nichols, architect

Fayetteville, Cumberland County
street Address:

Fayetteville, NC
No longer standing

State House(1792-1795; 1820-1824[remodeled])
Rhodham Atkins, contractor(1792-1795); William Nichols, architect
(1820-1824)
Raleigh. Wake County
Street Address:

Union Square, Raleigh, NC

Typo:

Public

Images Published
In:
■din:

Catherine W. Bishir. North Carolina Architecture (tBQO).

No longer standing

Catherine W. Bishir, Charlotte V. Brown, Carl R, Lounsbury, and Ernest H.
Wood IN. Architects and Builders In North Carolina: A History of the Practice
of Building (t9S0).
Elizabeth Reid Murray, Wake; Capital County of North Carolina, Vol. I,

Prehistory through Centennial (1983).
C, Ford Peatross. William Nichols, Architect (1979),

Stale House, Raleigh, Wake County, NC
'State House, Raleigh, Wake County, NC, Andre deCoppett Collection. Manuscripts

Division, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library

http://ncarchitects.lib.ncsu.edu/people/P000026
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^Source:
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Andre daCoppett Collaetlon. Manuscripts Division. Department of Rare Books and

View larger fmaaB and credits

Wake County Jail(1825)
William Nichols, builder

Raleigh, Wake County
Street Address:

Fayetteville St.. Raleigh. NC
No longer standing
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Calendar ofEvents

Convenience, Stability, and Economy of Expenditure by any
building of similar Character in the Union.
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Photo Galleries

Project History

William Nichols, from his application
to be Mississippi state architect

Bem,^N^rth ^

William Nichols was born in 1780 in Bath, England. In 1800

he immigrated to the United States. Nichols worked in New

News

The Architect
Museum of

Mississippi
History
Foundation for

Mississippi
History

Mississippi's Old

engraving of Mississippi State House

1845 engraving of Mississippi State House

Capitol almost two decades later.
In 1827 Nichols became the state architect of Alabama. There

he had the opportunity not only to build a state house but
also to lay out a university, design the buildings, and see
them built. The Alabama capitol was another architectural
accomplishment and a step in Nichols's progression toward
his supreme achievement in capitol building—the Mississippi
State House. Features of Mississippi's Old Capitol—the central
rotunda, the grand portico without steps, the circle of
columns in the senate chamber—were all present in Nichols's
design for the Alabama State House.
Nichols worked for several years in Louisiana, gaining

experience and making contacts that later proved profitable.
He used the dome on the New Orleans Merchants Exchange,
designed by New Orleans architect James Dakin, as a model
for the dome on the Mississippi capitol, and called on New
Orleans craftsmen to do much of the delicate ornamental

work on the Old Capitol.
When Nichols came to Mississippi in the fall of 1835 as the

new state architect, his first job was to tear down previous
architect John Lawrence's false start on the building. Nichols
overcame many obstacles in the construction of the Old
Capitol; the shortage of skilled workers was so great that

http://mshistorystore.org/niuseum/oldcap/architect.php
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some owners hired out their skiiied slaves. Nichols used local

limestone, although It was of Inferior quality. Blocks of stone
were carried by wagon from the quarry to Jackson.
Construction was repeatedly slowed by problems with the
brick suppliers. Nevertheless, Nichols carried on.

Except for small Interior details, work was finished by
February 1840. A chandelier arrived In June 1840, and the
final expenditure for building the state house was made
October 13, 1840, for flagging the rotunda. The cost of
building the Old Capitol was about $400,000, a huge amount
for that time.

While Nichols was working on the state house, he also
designed two other major projects: the Mississippi Governor's
Mansion, completed In 1842, and the state's first penitentiary.
The latter building was a large, castle-IIke structure In Gothic
Revival style at the site of the current state capltol.
In 1848, Nichols designed the first building at the University
of Mississippi, the Lyceum. Nichols died December 12, 1853,
at the age of seventy-three and Is burled In Lexington,
Mississippi, In the Odd Fellows Cemetery.
Site Map

http://mshistorystore.org/museum/oldcap/architect.php
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William Nichols (architect)
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
William Nichols

William Nichols, Sr.(1780 - December 12,

1853) was an English-bom architect who
emigrated to the United States and became
most famous for his early Neoclassical-style

buildings in the American SouthJ^^ He is
best known for designing early statehouses
for North Carolina, Alabama and
Mississippi

■' V '
li.- ii

Contents

I
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I
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'
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■ 3.2 Destroyed
4 References

Personal information
William Nichols

Name
Birth date

Birth place

Bath, England

Date of death

December 12, 1853

William Nichols was bom in 1780 in Bath, a
center for English Palladian and Adam-style

Place of death

Lexington, Mississippi
Work

architecture in the 18th century. He was

Buildings

Old North Carolina State Capitol

Biography

brought up in a family of builders, leaming

the trade through them. Nichols emigrated to

.

Alabama State Capitol

Old Mississippi State Capitol

North Carolina in 1800, initially settling in
the New Bem area. He married Mary Rew in 1805 and had taken his first apprentice by 1806. His
earliest commissions in the area remain unclear, although several buildings have been suggested as

candidates. He applied for American citizenship in 1813, and in 1815, following the death of his first

wife, married Sarah Simons.'^^^'^^^
In 1818 Nichols was employed as North Carolina's state architect. This made him responsible for new
state buildings and for repairs and improvements to existing ones. One of his early jobs in this capacity
is believed by scholars to be the addition of an Ionic portico to the Govemor's Palace in Fayetteville. His
most important commission during this time, however, was a complete remodeling of the old North
Carolina State House, which he completed in 1822. Incorporating Palladian and early Greek Revival
elements, it included a new central rotunda surmounted by a dome. The Senate chamber and House of
Commons both included galleries supported by Ionic columns. Widely admired at the time, it drew the
praise of fellow architect Ithiel Town. Nichols was involved in numerous private projects during this

time, as well as projects at the University of North Carolina.t^^
Nichols relocated to Alabama in 1827, after receiving a commission from the legislature there to become

the new state architect and build a state capitol building in the new capital of Tuscaloosa. The new

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Nichols_(architect)
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capitol building was cruciform in plan, the second and third floors resting upon a high rusticated stone
basement. The main eastern facade featured a gabled pseudo-portico with Ionic columns. The ground
level contained main entrances, with identical north and south one-story porticoes supported by Doric
columns, each column carved from a single shaft of sandstone. A dome surmounted the central rotunda

and was topped by a lantern that admitted light into the space.t^J While working on the statehouse,
Nichols also designed the original campus for the newly established University of Alabama. Influenced
by Thomas Jefferson's plan at the University of Virginia, the campus featured a 70-foot(21 m)wide, 70foot(21 m)high domed rotunda building that served as the library and nucleus of the campus. This
building and all but one of Nichols' structures were razed by the Union Army on April 4, 1865.
In 1833, with a letter of recommendation from his friend, Alabama Governor John Gayle, Nichols

applied for the post of state architect for Mississippi. Although he didn't receive the job at the time, he
was later summoned to Jackson in 1835 to fill the post and assume construction ofthe new Mississippi

capitol. The configuration and ornament on the new building reflected his earlier statehouses in North

Carolina and Alabama, on a grander scale.t^^ Nichols went on to design the Mississippi Governor's
Mansion, completed in 1842, and the Lyceum at the University of Mississippi, completed in 1848. He
died on December 12, 1853, and was interred in the Odd Fellows Cemetery in Lexington, Mississippi.

Legacy
The Old Mississippi State Capitol is the only one of Nichols' three statehouses to survive. The North
Carolina State House burned in 1831 during roof repairs. However, Nichols and his son, William
Nichols, Jr., did contribute to the design of the new North Carolina State Capitol, completed in 1840

following additional design work by Ithiel Town, Alexander Jackson Davis, and David Paton.t^^ The
capital of Alabama moved to Montgomery in 1845; the old capitol building became the Alabama
Central Female College in 1857. It fulfilled that role until it too burned on August 22, 1923 during
renovations. Nichols' Mississippi capitol building was used until 1903, when the state government
moved several blocks away to a new capitol designed by Theodore C. Link. Initially unused, it was
eventually converted to state offices. Between 1959 and 1961 it was renovated for use as a state
historical museum and continues to serve in that capacity.

Projects
Extant

Hayes Plantation House (1814-17)in Edenton, North Carolina.
Gerrard Hall(1822-37) at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Old West(1822-23) at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.(Altered 1844-48)
Eagle Lodge(1823)in Hillsborough, North Carolina.
Mordecai House(1824)in Raleigh, North Carolina
Gorgas House(1829) at the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The only Nichols-designed building to
survive the destruction of the campus.

Christ Episcopal Church (1831)in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

rr? m

The Lyceum at the University
of Mississippi in Oxford,
Mississippi

(Altered in 1882)

Thomhill(1833)in Forkland, Alabama.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Nichols_(architect)
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Old Mississippi State Capitol(1839)in Jackson, Mississippi.
Mississippi Governor's Mansion(1842)in Jackson, Mississippi.
Lyceum (1848) at the University of Mississippi in Oxford,
Mississippi.

Old North Carolina State House (1820-22) in Raleigh, North
Carolina.

Guilford County Courthouse(1820s)in Greensboro, North

Old Alabama
Alab
State Capitol in
Tuscaloosa,
Alabama.
Taken
Tuscaloo

Carolina.

in 1880.

Davidson County Courthouse(1824-25)in Lexington, North
Carolina.

Wake County Jail(1825)in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Christ Episcopal Church (1826-29)in Raleigh, North Carolina.
George E. Badger House(1827)in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Old Alabama State Capitol(1827-29)in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Forks of Cypress(1830)in Florence, Alabama.
Original campus ofthe University of Alabama(1831)in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
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A Brief History of the Yazoo County Courthouse
By John E. Ellzey

In 1864 when Union forces burned the William Nichols designed Greek
Revival 1850 Yazoo County Courthouse in Yazoo City, the county lost

perhaps its most important architectural structure. Nichols, who was
living in Yazoo County at the time, had previously designed the Old
Capitol building and the Governor's Mansion in Jackson, MS as well as
the Lyceum building in Oxford. One can only image the magnificence of
our city's first courthouse as just a description in the local paper seems to
have survived.

While the courthouse records had been safely removed and stored
elsewhere before the burning of the courthouse, it was not until 1872 and
the Reconstruction era that Yazoo County again had a courthouse. This

building, still in use today, was built in the same location as the original
courthouse and is a hipped-roof, stucco-over-brick structure topped by an
octagonal cupola housing the town clock. The domed cupola and clock
are perhaps the most notable features of this Beaux-Arts Classical
building. The cupola sits atop the roof and has decorative vents piercing
its domed roof. The Yazoo County Courthouse, a magnificent structure
with cross gables over center projecting bays on the sides, features a
shallow two-story pedimented portico on the front elevation. The portico
is supported by columns on the second floor that sit on a one-story raised
base. The bays on the second floor on the side and front elevations are

framed by pilasters supporting the frieze. There is a wide molded frieze
with a denticulated cornice on all sides.

According to the minutes of the Board of Supervisors, in Feb., 1871,
Charles M. Gates' plan for the new courthouse was accepted and

q^

Valentine Vemer of Madison, MS was awarded the bid at $52,750. In

August of 1871 the plans were submitted to E. Anderson, architect of
Cincinnati, Ohio. The Board agreed to pay one half of the cost of the
tower and clock if citizens would contribute the other half. Localjeweler

Henry Clay Tyler donated the cupola clock to the city. On Sept. 12, 1872,
the supervisors inspected the new courthouse and accepted it.
The court house was remodeled in 1932. It was not until 1935 that the

clock was illuminated at night. A modern addition to the back of the
building, which contrasts strongly with the courthouse's original
architecture, was added in 1974 by noted Yazoo architectJack DeCell,
who also was responsible for interior renovations at that time. In more
recent years new windows were installed which closely matched the
originals. Early photos show the building may have been originally brick
surfaced, but at some point in time was covered in stucco. The columns
and pilasters on the front and sides were surmounted by Corinthian
capitals (the detailing on the capitals has been removed) and there were
originally iron steps leading to the entrances (one of which remains on the
east side of the building). Chimneys above the roofline have been
removed.

As might be expected of the seat of government for the county, the Yazoo
County Courthouse has been the scene of a number of historic events
throughout its history. One such event occurred in 1874 at the then new
courthouse when a shoot-out took place between supporters of the
defeated incumbent Sheriff F. P. Billiard and the newly elected rival
Albert T. Morgan. In the ensuing violence, several were wounded, and
Billiard was shot in the head and carried outside the courthouse and to

his nearby home where he died. Morgan was tried for murder, at first
convicted, but granted a new trial and remained sheriff until 1875 when
the resurgent Democrats took over county government and forced him to
flee the county for his life.

In more recent years, the courthouse was the scene of a rally for voter
registration during the summer of 1964. James Meredith began his
freedom march for civil rights in Memphis,TN but was wounded by a

sniper and Dr. Martin Luther KingJr. took up the march and spent the
night in Yazoo City, where a rally was held the next day at the courthouse
to register voters before moving on to Jackson, MS.

The Yazoo County Courthouse is one of the most important and

significant buildings, both historically and architecturally, in Yazoo
County. For 142 years, the Yazoo County Courthouse has served the
needs of the citizens of Yazoo. Continuous care, renovation and
restoration are needed to insure that it will continue to serve Yazoo

County for generations to come.

Respectively submitted,

(/ /oh
John E. Ellzey

Chairman, the Yazoo City Historical Preservation Commission

Reference and Local History Librarian
B. S. Ricks Memorial Library
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From:
Sent:

John ElIzef-—-———• —
Tuesday, September 13, 2011 12:07 PM

—

To:

'Todd Sanders'

Subject:

RE: William Nichols Yazoo County Courthouse

Todd,there^s nothing more on Nichols in our local papers that I'm aware of. The Yazoo book speaks of the courthouse
some but not Nichols. The 1850 census shows him living in Yazoo County. A much later article in the Yazoo Sentinel Oct.

24,1912 "Recollections of Early Days in Yazoo" by W. H. Lambeth gives an account of Federal threats against the

courthouse and the subsequent removal of the records before the building was burned. This article mentions that the
courthouse cost $75,000.

There is another article in the Yazoo Democrat Aug. 7,1850, p.l which reads: "The object of most general interest

however is our new Court House just now being finished, which for beauty and magnificence is second to no building of

the kind in the State. Rising as it does amid the modest cottages which dot our prairie city, it presents a grand and
imposing spectacle. We propose giving a minute description of the elegant structure in a subsequent number."
I am thrilled to learn that someone will do a drawing of this building. I've often thought of attempting the same from
the description, but I'll await the architect's rendering.

—PriFiP^ Message—
« . j,

ili.lil l i

i
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• I.
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i I , i in H. :

-"ih.state.ms.us]

Sent: Tuesday,September 13, 2011 8:25 AM
To: John Ellzey
Subject: Re: William Nichols Yazoo County Courthouse

I appreciate your response and I am sorry that you have been out. I hope you are doing well.
Thanks for the information. I have that book and it has been very helpful. I think its the best local history in the state.

The architect I'm working on this book with is going to hopefully do a hypothetical reconstruction of the Nichols
courthouse so we'll at least have an image. You mention articles from Yazoo County newspapers of the time of the
completion of the courthouse. Do they mention anything else about Nichols? I've been looking through the Jackson
papers of that era and haven't found anything yet either. If I do, I will let you know.
Thanks,
Todd

John Ellzey wrote:
>

> Your e-mail was forwarded to me and I apologize for the delay in
> answering but I have been on sick leave for the last month due to surgery.
>

> For quite some time, I have searched for information about the William
> Nichols' designed Yazoo County Courthouse (finished in 1850, burned in
> 1864). While I have compiled a file on this building, there's really
> not much information available. The best contemporary description,

> probably written by Nichols himself appeared in the Aug. 22,1850
> Yazoo Democrat. You can find references to this and other info about

DeCell and Prichard's_Yazoo: It's Legends and
> Legacies {1976)_.Nichols describes the building as 60' on Broadway
> an(j 60' on Washington St (this is where the 1872 and current
> courthouse now sits). The entrance had a portico of4 massive columns,
> modeled after the Parthenon in Athens. The roof supported a cupola and
> dome.The full description leads me to believe it was the most
> architecturally significant building ever erected in Yazoo County.
> Unfortunately, there does not appear to be a single drawing,
> engraving, or photograph of this structure. Except for that
> description, we are left to our imaginations and regret that it is
> lost to the ages.
>\the courthouse ir

>

> There are numerous web sites that discuss Nichols and his works but

> practically nothing about the courthouse. He lived out his life in
> rural Yazoo County and died and is buried in Lexington, MS. While I
> have searched Yazoo County newspapers of that era with no success
> except articles written at the time of its completion, I have not

> searched newspapers from the surrounding area, such as Vicksburg or
> Jackson. Who knows, perhaps something could be found there. If you
> were so lucky to find any depiction of this building, I would be so
> grateful if you would share that with me.
>

> Sincerely,
>

> John E. Ellzey
>

> Reference & Local History Librarian
>

> Ricks Memorial Library
>

> 310 N Main Street
>

> Yazoo City, MS 39194
>
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John Ellzey
From:

John Ellzey

Sent:

Monday, September 12, 20114:24 PM

To:

Hp

Subject:

iH/i iiam Nichols Yazoo County Courthouse

_.mdah.state.ms.us'

tour e-mail was forwarded to me and I apologize for the delay in answering but I have been on sick leave for the last
month due to surgery.

For quite some time, I have searched for information about the William Nichols' designed Yazoo County Courthouse
(finished in 1850, burned in 1864). While I have compiled a file on this building, there's really not much information
available. The best contemporary description, probably written by Nichols himself appeared in the Aug. 22,1850 Yazoo
Democrat. You can find references to this and other info about the courthouse in DeCell and Prichard s Yazoo. It s

leRendsandiPfrarioc (iq7fi) Nichols describes the building as 60'on Broadway and 60'on Washington St.(this is
where the 1872 and current courthouse now sits). The entrance had a portico of4 massive columns, modeled after the

Parthenon in Athens. The roof supported a cupola and dome. The full description leads me to believe it was the most
architecturally significant building ever erected in Yazoo County. Unfortunately,there does not appear to be a single
drawing, engraving, or photograph of this structure. Except for that description, we are left to our imaginations and
regret that it is lost to the ages.

There are numerous web sites that discuss Nichols and his works but practically nothing about the courthouse. He lived

out his life in rural Yazoo County and died and is buried in Lexington, MS. While I have searched Yazoo County
newspapers of that era with no success except articles written at the time of its completion, I have not searched
newspapers from the surrounding area such as Vicksburg or Jackson. Who knows, perhaps something could be found

there. If you were so lucky to find any depiction of this building, I would be so grateful if you would share that with me.
Sincerely,

John E. Ellzey

Reference & Local History Librarian
Ricks Memorial Library
310 N Main Street

Yazoo City, MS 39194
662-746-5557

V

\

Arcljiteefl^ics: William Nichols(1780-1853)« Preservation in Missi... http://misspreservation.eom/2010/09/22/architect-pics-william-nicho.

The Yazoo Democrat Aug. 22, 1850 has an article describing the
new Yazoo County courthouse built by William Nichols. From this
description, it would appear this was architecturally the most
imposing and significant building ever erected in Yazoo.
Unfortunately, the William Nichols courthouse was burned by Union
forces in 1864(the court records having been safely removed
beforehand). The building which replaced it in 1872, while beautiful

in its own right,just doesn't seem to compare with what was lost.
My question is this: would there exist anywhere a drawing or
engraving ofthe Yazoo County Courthouse by William Nichols? I
have searched the Yazoo newspapers for this period and have found
none.

Posted by John E. Ellzey \ November P. 2010. 3:50 pm
Reply to this comment
o

0

0

Rate This

I've never seen a drawing of this building either. I
checked with MDAH and as far as they know,they don't
have anything other than a copy ofthat newspaper
description.

Posted by ELMalvaney \ November 16, 2010, 12:59pm
Replv to this comment

0

0

Rate This

Which archives has Nichols papers? That
would be where I would look first.

Posted byjrgordonl6 \ November 18. 2010.
7:02 pm

Reply to this comment

1 0^2

9/12/2011 4:45 PM

1^(1780-1853)« Preservation in Missi... http://misspreservation.cam/2010/09/22/architect-pics-william-nicho.
0

0

Rate This

There is no repository for his drawings or
papers, only the scattered remnants of
official documents and perhaps a newspaper
reference here and there. That's the fate of

most of our Mississippi architects,
unfortunately, especially the very early ones
like Nichols.

Posted by ELMalvaney November IK
2010, 10:45 pm
Reply to this comment

9/12/2011 4:45 PM
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John Ellzey
From:
Sent:

John Ellzey
Mondgv. September 12, 20114:24 PM

To:
Subject:

II

..s@mdah.st^

Wi iiam

Nichols Yaijo County Courthouse

Your e-mail was forwarded to me and I apologize for the delay in answering but I have been on sick leave for the last
month due to surgery.

For quite some time, I have searched for information about the William Nichols' designed Yazoo County Courthouse
(finished in 1850, burned in 1864). While I have compiled a file on this building, there's really not much information
available. The best contemporary description, probably written by Nichols himself appeared in the Aug. 22,1850 Yazoo
Democrat. You can find references to this and other info about the courthouse in DeCell and Prichard's Yazoo: It's

Legends and Legacies(1976). Nichols describes the building as 60' on Broadway and 60' on Washington St.(this is
where the 1872 and current courthouse now sits). The entrance had a portico of4 massive columns, modeled after the
Parthenon in Athens. The roof supported a cupola and dome. The full description leads me to believe it was the most
architecturally significant building ever erected in Yazoo County. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be a single
drawing, engraving, or photograph of this structure. Except for that description, we are left to our imaginations and
regret that it is lost to the ages.

There are numerous web sites that discuss Nichols and his works but practically nothing about the courthouse. He lived
out his life in rural Yazoo County and died and is buried in Lexington, MS. While I have searched Yazoo County
newspapers of that era with no success except articles written at the time of its completion, I have not searched
newspapers from the surrounding area, such as Vicksburg or Jackson. Who knows, perhaps something could be found
there. If you were so lucky to find any depiction of this building, I would be so grateful if you would share that with me.

Sincerely,
John E. Ellzey
Reference & Local History Librarian
Ricks Memorial Library
310 N Main Street

Yazoo City, MS 39194
662-746-5557
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The primary purpose of this catalogue and exhibition is to

Piecing together Nichols' trail from England through
four states, especially without the help of his personal

introduce William Nichols and his work to the people of
the states in which he was active: North Carolina,
Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi. Nichols' work
constitutes a vital part of the architectural heritage of these

scholarship, and many clues as to what he might have been

states, a heritage which has been substantially obscured by

alleys. The task involved scouring manuscript collections,

papers, was sometimes more like detective work than

doing for whom, and where, and when, led down blind

the ravages of time, natural disasters, fire, war, greed, and

cerisus reports, court and land records, legislative Journals,

to a certain extent, historical inattention. The photographic
panels and catalogue essay also serve to deepen our

and over fifty years worth of newspapers—including the
advertisements. Once a few works were firmly documented,

understanding of architectural practice in the South in the

the characteristics of form or detail which indicated
Nichols participation were sought and identified elsewhere.

first half of the nineteenth century, and to clarify the

history of the development and function of certain building

Documentation was then searched for to prove or clarify
!
i Hayes, near Edenton,
Nichols'architectural
projects
like
the "Oval Ballroom"
in

types and styles in what Nichols called the "Southern
Country."

Talbot Hamlin in his Greek Revival Architecture in

Fayetteville, and "Lochiel" in Hillsborough, North

America (New York, 1944), was one of the earliest

arolina, produced substantial supporting documentation.

historians to recognize the importance of Nichols' work.

?n

Kimbrough
House at Mississippi,
Hollow Square,
Alabama,
Shamrock,
at Vicksburg,
remain
purely
visual attributions. Certainly, some of the attributions
ma e in this catalogue will be both questioned and possibly

The first serious attempt to outline the architect's career

was made by Cecil D. Elliot in a pioneering series of
articles in Southern Architect in 1958 dealing with the

North Carolina Capitol. A few years earlier H.F. Withey
and Elsie Rathburn in Biographical Dictionary of American
Architects (Deceased){Hevj York, 1954) had incorrectly
divided Nichols' oeuvre into two parts, attributing one part
to a George Nichols active in Alabama, and the other part

erturned. It so, they will have succeeded in their purpose,

e^isted'^ establish a dialogue where none has previously
work on William Nichols, first and continuing
hanks must go to Professor Louise Hall of Duke

to William Nichols active in North Carolina and

university^, in whose seminar my research began in 1972,
n who has patiently and knowledgeably guided my work

Mississippi. This catalogue represents the first major
contribution in tracing Nichols' career and identifying his

rofessor John Schnorrenberg, now Chairman of the
Departrnent of Art at The University of Alabama at

works since Elliot's articles, although some of the research

which 1 have freely shared with others has appeared in
writings on the architecture of Edenton, North Carolina,
the North Carolina Capitol, and the Mississippi Governor's
Mansion, as well as numerous National Register
nomination forms, since 1972. The present catalogue offers
at last both a chronology of the architect's career and a

o

r
thanked for his endless patience
u
possible
here to
thank everyone
o has helped to "discover" William
Nichols,
but certain
acknowledged. Elizabeth Vann Moore

o Edenton, North Carolina, has been generous in sharing
her knowledge of the people and the history of her section
ot North Carolina, as has Mrs. Alfred E. Engstrom of
range County. Both women have brought significant

useful list of his works, both documented and attributed.

Those who desire more information than is presented in the
catalogue essay are directed to my dissertation in progress
for the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill entitled

ocuments to my attention. Catherine Bishir of the North

Carolina Department of Archives and History generously

"William Nichols, Architect of the Old South."

shared her discovery of two important documents, William
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on William Nichols would never have come about, and in
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Raleigh, Wake Co., N.C.

18 I p contract drawing by William Nichols, August 28,
courtesy North Carolina Dept. of

PanPrrV-^"^
Treasurer's
Papers, Capitol Buildings,
Box 2. and Comptroller's
One of Nichols' first acts as the newly appointed
uperintendent of Public Buildings was to contract with
carperiter Edmund Lane for the addition of this cupola to
tie existing State House. The cupola was replaced by a
dome with a circular cupola when Nichols enlarged the
building, ca. 1820-1822.

WILLIAM NICHOLS, ARCHITECT
WHA T IS MOST REMARKABLE ABOUT THE

and opportunity drew from the East provided it. While the

CAREER OF WILLIAM NICHOLS is the dogged

Galliers and Dakins and others like them found their

anonymity which has attached itself to a man whose talents
were widely acclaimed during over fifty years of active
practice. The merits of his surviving works have

opportunities iri the principal centers such as New Orleans

independently and repeatedly been recognized by architects,
historians, and photographers; yet they have rarely been
connected to their creator who for thirty of those fifty

years served successively as principal architect (in either

and Mobile, William Nichols worked primarily in the
heartland of the South. The development of America's
southern frontier was both instigated and guided by a
remarkably close knit "plantocracy" whose ranks were
filled with emigrants from Virginia and the Carolinas, areas
which lost, between 1820 and 1840, over 1.7 million of

name or function) of four states: North Carolina,

their population to the "West," which was at that time still

Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi.

structures themselves. Further, none of Nichols' personal

east of the Mississippi. Alabama and Mississippi were
adrnitted to the Union in 1819 and 1817, respectively, and
their attraction for new settlers was irresistable. Not only
were there vast tracts of remarkably fertile lands for the
taking, but the possibilities for quick fortunes were aided
by two critical economic factors: systems of slave labor and
inland transportation (water, later supplemented by rail)
that allowed for the production and the marketing of
agriciiltural products on a scale previously unheard of. The
appetites of the new machines of the burgeoning Industrial

papers has been found, nor have books from his substantial

Revolution, both here and abroad, craved the raw materials

library, examples from his print collection, or his own
drawings, which in their time were praised for their "chaste
and classic elegance." Of the latter, we have only a single
sketch of a cupola from a cancelled contract of 1818 (Fig.
1). Indeed, it is hoped that this exhibition may contribute

Country" and, indeed, "made Cotton King."
William Nichols arrived in this country from his native
England around 1800. During the first twenty-five years, in

How was the identity of the designer of over forty public
buildings and innumberable private comrnissions so
thoroughly lost? Several reasons exist. His anonyrnity is in
part due to the fact that fewer than a quarter of his
documented buildings survive, for they have been steadily
reduced in number by fire, war, and in too many cases by
the ignorance of succeeding generations who valued the
land on which his buildings stood more highly than the

to the discovery of some of these documents.
A final reason for his obscurity is the inattention that
American architectural historians have bestowed upon the

produced in what William Nichols called the "Southern

which he lived in North Carolina, he established his
reputation and many friendships among those families
whose sons and daughters, nephews, nieces, and cousins
were to leave the "Rip Van Winkle" state in ever

South. It is only beginning to be recognized that the South
was at the center, rather than the periphery, of new

increasing numbers. North Carolina was blessed with good
lands, but cursed by the inability to get the produce of

developments in both building types and architectural
styles, especially in the second quarter of the nineteenth
century. The rapid expansion in this period demanded both

those lands to market. The state's residents had seen

the creation of new kinds of structures and the replication

and adaptation of old ones; the enormous vvealth pouring
from the new lands and into the commercial centers paid

for it; and the architectural talent which such prosperity

repeated schemes for internal improvements promoted to
solve the problem. However, few of those schemes for

roads, canals, bridges, and the opening of rivers further
inland through dredging and the clearing of the
obstructions, proved viable. Indeed, it was felt, why fight
the obstacles placed by nature in the states of the eastern

seaboard when in Alabama and Mississippi nature has
provided rich lands with systems of navigable rivers

Fortunately, enough of Nichols' private commissions and
a large number of his public ones have survived to allow us

reaching far inland? Thus, many communities in the

to trace his career, to observe patterns of patronage and the

Carolinas divided like cells, sending out segments of their
population to regroup again on those fertile western plains.

workings of the architectural profession and the trained
craftsmen who served it, and to enable us to attribute other
works to him and to those who worked for him. This

Almost overnight the transplanted communities needed
structures to answer both individual and communal needs,
town halls, court houses, capitols, schools, academies and
universities, churches and other buildings necessary to their
governmental, educational, and religious institutions. For

these needs they called upon William Nichols, who they
knew had provided elegant and serviceable answers "at

home." Nichols himself never failed to satisfy those

building needs, always going where they arose, following
the growth of first the large and then the small towns of
Alabama and Mississippi, into the eighth decade of his life.

During the last thirty years of that life he was presented
with what was a rare opportunity for any designer: to write

upon the tabula rasa of a landscape that, except for early
port cities such as Mobile, Natchez, and New Orleans, was
almost completely undeveloped. And write he did; long and
broad, little and large. No job seemed too difficult or
insignificant. Nichols relished all aspects of his work and
constantly adapted to changes in function, style, and
materials. We shall never know the full extent of his

activity, for such was the nature of both his own
personality and that of those for whom he worked that his
contributions, although appreciated, were rarely
acknowledged especially in private commissions. Nichols
functioned in a society where the work of those who
served, even in the professional classes, became the full
property of those who purchased those labors. This
condition has contributed substantially to the anonymity of
architects in the South and the acceptance of the myth that
most planters could and did design their own houses.
Enlightened though many of Nichols' patrofts may have
been, their architectural education rarely extended beyond
the names of the classical orders, popular styles, and
occasionally large funds of practical knowledge. It was
Nichols, and others like him, who advised both patrons and
workmen, sometimes only with words, at other times with
drawings, not infrequently with their personal supervision,

and most significantly through the examples of their
previously executed works.

represents a significant advance in our understanding both
of William Nichols and of the practice of architecture in
the "Southern Country" of this nation in the first half of
the nineteenth century.

Much has been written about the Greek Revival in
American architecture, of its sources in romantic and

classical literature, of its aesthetic suitability to the ideals of
the age, of its problems of function and scale, and of its
expressive qualties. For William Nichols and his patrons we
have continuing and indisputable evidence that the

expressive qualities were clearly understood and applied.
•m Edenton, North Carolina,
from theca.
purely
executed
1815,Greek
to thedetails
Male and

Female College in Lexington, Mississippi, whose Grecian
^°"structed at the time of Nichol's death
m 1853. Certainly he delved freely into the forms of the
Gothic and Egyptian Revivals, and even produced a
handsome Italianate villa in the final year of his life but it

was Grec|an archi.ecture .hat most consistently me. the

needs of his clients. Throughout the four decades of his
activity, the architectural forms of the Greek Revival served

as the visible syrnbols of the civilization of ancient Gree«^
be
the source ontir
ol thetr own democratic
system
of believed to
be'lhfsource
H
'^^8^

governnient, as well as to have produced some of

mankind s greatest achievements in the creative arts

science, and philosophy.

'

This symbolic connection might seem either fatuous or
naive, were it not so well documented. A single Gr?ek fret
above his doorway or a modest pair of Ionic columns

before the same could express an owner's understanding of

and belief in the ties between ancient Greek society and h^

own p trlearly as if he were living in a miniature Greek
temple In correspondence, newspapers, and oratory even
in the legislation of the time, especially during the

War of Independence of 1820 to 1827 whose evems vvere

always front page news, Greece had clearly replaced the

Roman Republic as a model in the popular imagination
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Church and North Broad Sts., Edenton.

Phnto courtesy^-CExterior from
late 19thN.C.
century.
Photo
of Elizabeth
Vann southwest,
Moore, Edenton,

This view shows the handsome spire which Nichols added when
bPtwi?n^?cnA"
existing fabric at St. Paul's

nf rhp

^

Adamesque
at the
four corners
removed early
in this urns
century.
Complete

tc referred
rflf
survive fromand
thisHouse
commission,
IS
to as "Architect,
Joiner."wherein Nichols

St Paul s Church, West Church and North Broad Sts., Edenton,
j-nowan Co., N.C. Measured drawing of the sections by F.K.
Historic American Buildings Survey {NC-

of 5)

Library of Congress, NC, 21-EDET. 1- (sheet 5

New Bern Academy, New St. at Hancock St., New

Bern, Craven Co., N.C. Detail of original portico
with its Doric frieze. Photocopy of 1860s photograph
from an unidentified collection. Courtesy of
Genevieve Dunn, New Bern, N.C.

The Academy was built 1806-1809. Its design is
attributed to William Nichols. The original cupola

and railings between the chimneys have been removed
and the portico has been altered since its construction.

I i

M

The West Elevation of Sydney Lodge, the Seat of the
Honorable Mrs. Yorke, near Hamble in Hampshire. John

Soane, architect, Plate LVI, volume I of George
Richardson's The New Vitruvius Britannicus, London,
1802.

This represents the source of William Nichols' portico for
the New Bern Academy.

(continued from page 3)

Nichols probably belonged to the family of master
builders and joiners that included one Samuel Nichols, a
former surveyor to the city of Bath whose one documented
work, Dinder House, near Wells, was executed ca.

1801-1803, after William's departure. Apparently the same
Samuel Nichols maintained a "Cabinet Warehouse" and
was listed as a "Carpenter and Builder" in the Bath

directories between 1800 and 1812. It was the practical
knowledge gamed under such tutelage that Nichols was to
pass on to his own apprentices in North Carolina.

The details of Nichols' transition from master builder to

architect remain unclear. Perhaps it was undue enthusiasm
that led William Tatham, then involved with the coastal

^rvey of North Carolina undertaken by the Federal
Government' to write to Albert Gallatin in Washington in
June, 1806, that he had found in Nichols, whom he wished
to engage for the survey, "a Clerk, Draftsman, Surveyor,
Architect, and regular bred (Bath, in England) Workman,
of considerable talents, ingenuity, and merit." After all,
Tatham was a so from Somerset. Considerable uncertainty
continues to cloud our understanding of what this
Judge Donnell's Law Office, New Bern, Craven Co., N.C.
Photograph by Frances Benjamin Johnston, 1936 for the
Carnegie Survey of the Architecture of the South, Library
of Congress LC- J7-NC-2233.

rn^m^v^
country m North Carolina. We have only one years
clearlyin this

fo
to sTpaLlN
St. Paul s Church, Edenton, 1806-1809 (Figs 2-4)
''Editions
Only
very recently have we come to know that Nichols wa^ in
North Carolina, m New Bern, before 1806 This new

the
creation S'lf/nof the distinguished
architecture
of that town
i"h "cX'i'on
r'
invoWemTnt
in
a possibility previously discounted. New Bern's rich
architectural heritage and its craftsmen continued to exert a
strong innuence on the central and coastal counties long
after the town's political and economic significance had
diminished. The extent to which Nichols mav

S

the work of the "New Bern School'" as we ^^03 Mt''
must await further analysis.

^
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Joseph Blouni Skinner Law Office ("Old Custom
House"), Edenton, Chowan Co., N.C. E.xterior view.

Photograph by C.O. Greene, June 4, 1940, for (he

Historic American Buildings Survey (NC-I51), Library
of Congress NC, 21- EDET, 11-1.
The Skinner Law Office was built before 1815. Its

design is here attributed to William Nichols. The
porches and dormers are later additions.

■ .'f

Joseph Blount Skinner Law Office ("Old

Custom House", Edenton, Chowan Co., N.C.
Detail of original architrave of the principal
doorway. Photograph by C. Ford Peatro.ss,
June, 1979.
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James Iredell House. 107 East Church St.,
Co., N.C. Exterior view of wing

added ca. 1816 by James Iredell. Jr. Photograph
by C. Ford Peatross, June, 1979.

James Iredell House, 107 East Church St
.hhT"'
' Iredell,
^"^erior
in wine
added ca 1816 by James
Jr. Photograph
for the Historic
American Buildings Survey {NC-150),
Library of

Congress NC, 21-EDET. 10-4.
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James C. Johnston House "Hayes", Hayes
Plantation, near Edenton, Chowan Co., N.C.

Measured drawing of the portico, southwest elevation,
by R.C. Neale for the Historic American Buildings
Survey (NC-3), 1934-1940, Library of Congress NC,
HAYtS MANOR HOUSE NEAR tOENTOH NORTH CAROLINA

'3.

EDET.V, 1- (sheet 10 of 16).

„„

James C. Johnston House "Hayes , Hayes

Plantation, near Edenton, Chowan Co., N.C.
Measured drawing of the entrance portico, northeast
elevation, by P.P. Ciango for the Historic American

Buildings Survey (NC-3), 1934-1940, Library of
Congress, NC, EDET.V,1- (sheet 8 of 16).
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North Carolina Branch of the Bank of the United States

(McLeran/Adam/Sandford House), 225 Dick St. (now

Heritage Square), Fayetteville, Cumberland Co., N.C.
Detail of Doric frieze between the first and second stories

of the portico. Photograph courtesy of the North Carolina
Department of Archives and History.
The addition of the portico to the existing house, ca. 1820
for John A. Cameron is attributed to William Nichols. The

turned balusters and the pedimenial decoration (not visible
in this photo) are later modifications.

Chowan County in 1815. Almost simultaneously he
received comrnissions from or through several prominent
North Carolinians, including Joseph Blount Skinner, James
I
C. Johnston,
of Edenton,
John
mslow,
of Fayetteville.
The lawalloffice
which heand
designed
^r Skinner on the corner opposite the Chowan County

Court House was in place by 1815. The building exhibited a
^phisticated application of several Greek details, including
Nichols resided in New Bern from ca. 1800 to 1806,
marrying Mary Rew there in 1805, yet we have not a single
documented work from this period. Judging by William
Tatham's impressions and Nichols' own later work, his

one pilasters and attached columns unfluted in their
T
frets, and dropped keys (Fig.- 9).
nnm Hrooflme
the addition
of porches
the once chaste and
elegance
of this modest
Hmwp
the over
JamestheIredeli
House off ca. 1816 repeatedaddition
the Greekto fret

restrained context. The set of porches

activity there mus4 have been influential. The 1806 New

Bern Academy (Panels 1-2), distinguished by its handsome
fanlighted doorway, portico, and the paired modillions of

its cornice, is almost certainly his design (Figs. 5-6). Later,
he may have been responsible for Judge Donnell's law
office, built around 1812 where the Doric frieze recalls the

one originally on the portico of the Academy (Fig. 7.).
Nichols moved his family to Edenton in 1806 when he

received through Josiah Collins, another native of
Somerset, the commission for St. Paul's Church. Edenton
remained his principal residence until 1818, although in
later years his work,regularly called him away to New Bern
and elsewhere.

themp wh' K1
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Structure announced a second

^ employ'riteriors
throughout
his career (Figs.
of the Iredell

'i^^?"^onstrate, in both their fine
idiosyncratic detailing such as the diamond

New Bern buildings™''

outstanding Edenton commission, one of

rlpjV

achievements of his career and a work which

maon;r

/i? 2 architecture in this country, was the

fn fhP

ranks of his contemporaries

llfhnct s Hayes Plantation
house which
he designed
James
C.
i^hnston
between
1814 andfor1817
(Figs.

The year 1815 marked a turning point in Nichols' career.
In 1813, probably because of the pressures of the War of
1812,^he became a citizen of this country. His family was
beset by illness in the next year, and it was perhaps then

"
2*5)- Although Georgian in plan, with a
ntral two-story section attached to wings by curved
CO onnades, the house is notable for its elegant Federal

that he lost his first wife, for he married Sarah Simons of

details. Nichols' inspirations for such details went beyond

proportions and its prescient use of both Greek and Gothic

15-16.

The Principal Front of Basildon House, in Berkshire, the
Seat of Sir Francis Sykes, Bart., J. Carr of York, Archt.,
plate XIV, Volume I, of George Richardson's The New
Vitruvius Britannicus, London, 1802.

ordinary pattern books, for there is good evidence that he
was using both George Richardson's New Vitruvius
Britannicus (Volume I: London, 1802) and Stuart and

Revett's The Antiquities of Athens (Volumes l-IIl: London,
1769-1794). The "Gothick" details in the library at Hayes
were very likely selected from illustrations of Strawberry
Hill in the Johnstons' copy of Walpole's Works(London,
1798). The crowning feature at Hayes is the large and
dramatic louvered observatory, which is masterfully joined
to the whole composition.
As a member of the North Carolina House of

Representatives, John Winslow of Fayetteville in 1816
sponsored Nichols' "elegant" plan for a state penitentiary,
and, according to a letter from James Iredell, Jr. to James
C. Johnston, in 1817 procured for the architect the
commissions for the State Bank Branch and the Cape Fear

Bank in Fayetteville. Nichols' activity in Fayetteville, then
North Carolina's most populous city, extended from 1817
at least until 1823. The census of 1820 places him there,

and in the same year he designed the municipal water
works, in which he retained partial ownership for some
years.

In 1818 one of Fayetteville's wealthiest residents, John

A. Cameron, married Catherine McQueen, the widow of
Robert Halliday, a prosperous merchant. Probably soon
thereafter, the couple called upon Nichols to add two
octagonal wings, recalling those recently built at Hayes, to
the Halliday House at 215 Gillespie Street (Panel 6). The
house and its bedroom wing are gone, but the other wing,

ij a

a a
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The building at 225 Dick Street (Fig 14, Panel 7) itself
received a handsome two-story portico and interior

modifications at Nichols' hands in 1820, when Cameron
purchased it from Sarah Adam. The portico made the
residence more nearly equal in dignity to Nichols'

handsome brick State Bank on neighboring Gillespie Street,
for in the same year Cameron sold the converted structure
to the agents of the Bank of the United States for use as

their North Carolina branch. The State Bank, now lost,

remained Fayetteville's most elegant building for many
years. Lafayette addressed the citizens of the town from its

balcony during his 1825 visit, and the bank was one of the

few structures to survive the disastrous fire of 1831, which

destroyed most of the town's business section, many
residences, and certainly other buildings of Nichols' design
including the Cape Fear Bank.
It is interesting to note that Nichols had such an
extensive private practice at the same time that he was

engaged as State Architect for North Carolina, an
appointment which followed by a year that as
Superintendent of Public Buildings, of 1818, and lasted
until 1824-25. During this period he completely tranformed

Rodham Atkins' modest State House, built in 1792-1794,
into an imposing Capitol worthy of the name. Nichols

employed a Palladian system of a giant order enframing a

designed as a ballroom, survives on a new site adjacent to
225 Dick Street, now known as Heritage Square. Popularly

principal and an attic story above a rusticated basement
(Fig. 15-16). This had been a frequently used motif in his

according to Talbot Hamlin in his Greek Revival

architecture could be traced from the original river front of

known as the "Oval Ballroom," this remnant diplays,

Architecture in America (p. 196t), "a sophisticated Greek
character one would expect to find in New York rather in
North Carolina." In fact, the surrounds of its doorways
represent a development of those in the central hall at
Hayes.

native Bath, and its distinguished lineage in public
Somerset House to the contemporary rebuilding of the
United States Capitol. Nichols also added pedimented Ionic
pseudo-porticoes and raised a low dome over the rotunda

at the center of what had become a Greek cross plan. This

pe Ionic Temple on the Ilissus, the Elevation of the
Portico, plate HI, chapter II, volume I, of James Stuart
Revett's The Antiquities of Athens, London,
1769.

I cannot deny myself the pleasure of expressing the very
high gratification which I have received from the superior
taste and judgement which have been displayed in the
progress of our Statehouse to its present near state of
completion Of the talents of the Architect, I need say
nothing, when you have such an elegant specimen before
you; but I cannot omit to say, that while we are furnishing
">/

people with a commodious and

Jufoh, a source off"'joble
the we
dignity
theirsame
body,
it is
surely
pleasuretothat
are, of
at the
time,
giving encouragement to genius and attainments in one of
nrnn 1 estimated,
/■
j amonghitherto
been so little known, or
properly
us.

Capitol burned in 1831, the State again

rSyna Tn
rnmm-
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then in Alabama, for its
^0 exccute the

ve^JX fnnnH
and July of that
Lre
1.° raised three feet
North
Carolina
were laid and its walls
above
groundCapitol
according to a Nichols' plan. However the aoDarent
of the firm f T
central space was the raison d' etre of the whole scheme,
for it was meant to receive the statue of Washington which

the North Carolina legislature had commissioned from the
great Neoclassical sculptor, Antonio Canova, in 1815.

Nichols had at first proposed a detached granite temple to
house the statue, but the Legislature supported the more
ambitious plan. Nichols was also put in charge of
transporting the statue from Wilmington and installing it in
the new rotunda in December, 1821. The legislature's

satisfaction with his work was expressed by Governor
Gabriel Holmes in his opening remarks to that body in
November, 1822;

'^oniJTiissioners to resort to the services

Dalid X T^own and Davis, whose clerk of the works.
In
to completion.
handXl
probable that Nichols added the
mndX^r ^^trastyle Ionic portico and made other
knowX
Governor's Palace" (Panel 10),

enten^ifpH S^^^fnment House" when Lafayette was
imnrXh
^he years 1820-1824. This
terXnc
^fecian portico, which defined the
waXm °/.^^y®.tteyiIIe Street facing Nichols' State House,
fl fX M • ^tlemical to that of his "New Chapel"(Panel 15)
Wnin?
NorththeCarolina
Hill,notnow
own^aiversity
as GerrardofHall,
interior at
of Chapel
which was
orripleted until 1837. The portico of "New Chapel",
modeled after the Temple on the Ilissus as recorded by

Muart and Revett (Fig. 17), has generally been attributed to
A.J. Davis. That Nichols was practicing in a full Greek

Revival Idiom at this early date is confirmed however, by
both stonecarver John Robb's dated receipts for his work
on the capitals and bases of that portico, and Davis' own

drawings dated ca. 1849-50 for the enlargement of the

building which not only show the "south portico" already

it

m
j
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in place, but also proposed repeating it on a western
extension. John Robb later carved the stone for Nichols'

Alabama and Mississippi Capitols, the University of
Alabama and probably the Presbyterian Church in
Jackson, Mississippi, finished in 1846, twenty years after
his association with Nichols began.
Another North Carolina craftsman whose career was

launched by William Nichols was John Berry of
Hillsborough, the quality of whose work long bore the
mark of their early associaton. Berry was one of the
contractors who at the age of twenty-five executed Nichols'

designs for the Masonic Lodge in Hillsborough (Panel 13),
1823-1825. At the same time he was certainly carrying out
the architect's designs for the Mary Read Anderson House

(Panel 14), probably a collaborative effort, and copied in
Berry's own house outside of Hillsborough. Thus began
Berry's transformation from builder to architect.

Judge Duncan Cameron House ("Fairntosh"), near
Siaggville, Durham Co., N.C. Photograph by Frances

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

Benjamin Johnston, 1938, for the Carnegie Survey of the
Architecture of the South, Library of Congress, LC-J7-

South Building

NC-2331.

Nichols rcQOved cupola
1849-50
A.J. Davis

(John 6crry» controctor)

1 y.

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel
Hill, Orange Co., N.C. Plan showing Nichols' work at the
University, ca. 1822-26.

1624-26

In terms of architectural patronage in those years, it is
notable that Nichols' design for Mary Read Anderson's

"Lochiel" postdates by only a few years his addition to the
house of'her brother, John A. Cameron, in Fayetteville.
Thus it follows that Nichols also knew her other brother,
Duncan Cameron, since the latter employed father and son
to rebuild the Capitol at Raleigh in 1833. In fact. Judge

Duncan Cameron, proprietor of one of the largest
plantations in North Carolina, had traditionally employed
workmen from the "New Bern School" from the time he

built his own house, "Fairntosh" (Fig. 18), in Durham
County, ca. 1804, until as late as 1833 when "Mr. Dewey's
Jack

(John Dewey, who designed and built the Masonic

Lodge in New Bern, 1799-1809) was already in his employ.

He also attempted to hire Asa King, builder of the
Smallwood and Donnell Houses as well as the Slate Bank
in New Bern, for work in Hillsborough.

M
only touch on Nichols' work in
University began as early
as 1822, and included the building of Old West the

addition of a st^ory to Old East, repairs to the President's
House, Steward s Hall, and South Building, and the
building of a Belfry in the yard" (Fig. 19). We have only
begun to identify his work in and around New Bern and
Edenton, where we can be certain he executed many private
commissions at the behest of the Collins, Blount. Skinner,
and 0 her prominent families. What of his unknown works

for est^ablished patrons like John Winslow and Archilbald

Murphey and what of his lost works such as his monurnent
to Archibald Flenderson, which was being executed
according to his drawings at a "Statuary in Philadelohia"
in the spring of 1825, or his court houses for Guilfofd and
Davidson Counties, or even his windmill for James C
Johnston, we also may ask?
■I'jCi'Jiir-'uuiiiiiL

H-ff
Carolina
he began to
different Kbuilding types
that that
he continued
to evolve
develonthe
throughout his career. For instance, although he first made
a design for a penitentiary in 1816, he did not have the
opportunity to build one until 1836. However he anolied
some of the advanced principles of that type to his Wake

Elevation of the two Doric columns of the Temple of

Apollo at Delos, plate I, volume II, of James Stuart and
Nicholas Revett's The Antiquities of Athens, London,
1794.

County Jail of 1825 which had daylight and running water
in every cell. Ironically, these advantages were to se%e the
designer's own son, for William Nichols, Jr. was

imprisoned there for much of the year 1841 on charges of
stealing a slave.

Because of the comparative lack of opportunity in North
Carolina it seems remarkable that Nichols remained there

as long as he did. Certainly he traveled widely outside of
the state: two trips to New York are documented, in 1817
and 1824, and professional curiosity must have taken him
to other Northern cities, especially Washington, in those
years. He was sent to Tennessee in connection with the
western lands belonging to the University of North
Carolina, probably in 1824 and certainly in 1827, when he
wrote from Nashville.

When Nichols finally went to Alabama as State Architect
in 1827, he left in Raleigh both the unfinished frame of
Christ Church and an anxious Mrs. George E. Badger, who

complained that the architect had only told the workman
how to finish the arch in the passage, and "did not as he
promised give a drawn plan." Nichols' legacy to the
architecture of North Carolina endured through such

examples as the wing which he had added to the Mordecai
House (Panel 11) in Raleigh in 1825, with the lower order
of its chaste portico recalling the Temple of Apollo at
Delos (Fig. 20), and its elegant doorway copied from B.
Henry Latrobe's Decatur House (Fig. 21) in the nation's

capital, features which displayed Nichols' erudition and its
application to both practical and aesthetic purposes. That

21.

the Mordecai House is one of those anonymous works

Commodore Stephen Decatur House, Jackson Place,

whose qualities have long been recognized by scholars is
less important than the fact that it and other Nichols-

Lafayette Square, Washington, D.C. "Detail of the Hall of

Commodore Decatur, Section looking Eastward." Original
drawing by B. Henry Latrobe, 1818, Library of Congress,

designed buildings, became lasting models of their type m
North Carolina and throughout the South. As Governor

LC- USZ62-23798.

David L. Swaim wrote in the 1860's:

where our attributions must rely on evidence of style and

The whiteframed cottage, planned and constructedfor the

social and political connections. In Alabama Nichols was
presented with his first real opportunity to exercise the

late Moses Mordecai, was copied again and again in remote

sections of the State, and various Court Houses and other

principles of urban design learned in his native Bath, for in

public structures were designed, and in some instances

Tuscaloosa (Panels 16-27), where he designed the Capitol,
the University buildings, the State Bank, the Episcopal

erected under his immediate supervision as in Guilford and

Davidson....He wf75 a skillful and experienced artist and
made the public greatly his debtorfor a decided impulse
given to architectural improvements throughout the State,

Church, and probably the Town Hall, Academy, and

Methodist Church as well as many private houses, he was

in private as well as public edifices.

shaping a whole rather than working with disjointed parts.

The next seven years of Nichols' life, 1827-1833,
spent in Alabama, first as State Architect, and, after 1831,
as State Engineer. The quantity of work which he

conversation across the broad avenues of Tuscaloosa's
Roman grid plan laid down upon the bluffs above the

His handsomely proportioned porticoes and peristyles,
arches and balustrades, engaged in dignified but lively
Black Warrior River on the site of an ancient Indian

undertook and executed there is remarkable, both public

camping ground (Panel 16).

commissions, where it is well documented, and private ones
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Principal Elevation of the Pavilion at Brighton in Sussex

belonging to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,
Henry Holland, Archt., The New Vitruvius Britannicus,

TTilMm

Chief Eufaula said in his poignant farewell address to the

Alabama Legislature in Nichols' Capitol in Tuscaloosa in
1 oJo:

London, 1802.

I come here, brothers, to see the great house of Alabama
and the men who make the law, and to sav farewell in
It is difficult today either to imagine the appearance or
to understand the significance of Nichols' Tuscaloosa for

the people of that time and place. Of the buildings just
cited, only one, the James H. Dearing House (Panel 25)
substantially retains its original form. The well-known

Gorgas House, built as the Steward's Hall or "Hotel" of
the University, has as its prominent feature a porch much

enlarged in the last quarter of the nineteenth century (Fig.
23). This building was subordinate to the nine principal
structures of that institution (Panels 20-22), all burned in

1865. It is most revealing to go to contemporary statements
and descriptions for an appreciation of the impact of those
vanished buildings, which to one group, the Indians,
represented the end of a way of life, while to another, their
creators, they represented a beginning.

brotherly kindness before I go to the far West, where my
people are now going. In lime gone by I have thought that
te white men wanted to bring burden and ache of heart
upon my people in driving them from their homes and
yoking them with laws they did not understand. But I have
now become satisfied that they wish us well.In these lands

oj Alabama which have belonged to mv forefathers and
wnere their bones He buried. I see that the Indian fires are
going out. Soon they will be cold. New fires are lighting in

ihe lVestforus, they say, and we will go there. I do not
relieve our Great Father means to harm his red children,
ui lai he wishes us well. H'e leave behind our good will
°j

df Alabama who will build the great houses

and to the men who make the laws.

In contrast we have the proudly optimistic opening
address of Alabama's Governor Gabriel Holmes, delivered
to the first legislative body to assemble in that same
structure, in 1829:

i I I

I I I
...and what, may I ask, was this much favored spot only a
short time anterior to our admission into the Union? a

mere wilderness, the resort ofsavages and wild beasts only.

What an exchange of tenements is now presented! In the
place of those humbler huts, then occupied by the
Warrior or Tuscaloosa chief and his followers, probably
placed on the margin of your beautiful stream of that
name, we now behold a Capitol, emphatically a Capitol,

and University, which when completed will be inferior to
none in elegance, in Taste, or in usefulness of which any
sister slate can boast; a metropolis surrounded by a country

rapidly growing in wealth and importance, presenting all
the natural advantages calculated to invite an emigration oj
the most enterprizing and respectable character, in which
are now assembled the representatives of a free and
independent people, for the purpose of deliberating upon
the great public concerns of the comrnunity. Such a crwnge,
such a rapid increase in population, improvements and in
institutions in our young and growing state, cannot but be

House, plate IV, volume I, of Peter Nicholson's

Architectural Dictionary,UoT\don, 1819.

The porch represented here was probably the model for the
one William Nichols originally designed for the "Hotel"
(now the Gorgas House) of his University of Alabama
completed ca. 1828.
* * *

at the University of Virginia (Panel 21) had been more the
embodiment of the vision of Thomas Jefferson rather than

of a spirit of a time or society. Its form, embodying a
combination of peristyle and stepped dome, was derived
from the Roman Temple of Vesta and the Pantheon.

Jefferson had earlier employed this system in a design for a
chapel, ca. 1770.

Most likely Nichols' direct prototype for his design for
the Rotunda at The University of Alabama was Henry
Holland's design for the Marine Pavilion (Fig. 22) at
Brighton, England. For the leaders of Alabama, however,
the building's spherical section symbolized the core of their

highly gratifying to each of her citzens.

democracy, the animus of a liberally educated electorate.

It is only in the light of such comments that we can

encircled the form like the principles of Greek civilization

properly evaluate the meaning which Nichols Rotunda at
the University of Alabama held for its sponsors. It was the
consummate expression of their aspirations. Its progenitor

Its Ionic peristyle, composed of twenty-four Ionic columns,
which they held so dear. Its unexecuted spire would have
represented the Christian tradition with which they
tempered those principles. Their hopes for the building's
success were stated in the same Report:

The sun of science will soon be seen rising in the
wilderness, darting his rays through theforest to every
cottage; and with their genial warmth, dissipating the

of Williamson Allen Glover, Thornton's father-in-law by
his first marriage. Rosemount's galleried observatory looks
very much like a well-fed version of Hayes (Panels 3-4).

clouds of ignorance and prejudice which have so long

Nichols may also have played a role in the designs of the
Tuscaloosa houses of James Dearing's brother, Alexander,
and of Dr. John Drish (Figs. 29,30,31). "Monroe Place,"
built by the latter, displayed Nichols' penchant for double

overshadowed and darkened the face of our land. The

streams of learning which willflow from thisfountain of
knowledge, are not to be monopolized and engrossed by
the privileged few, to the exclusion of many.

porticoes (in this case Ionic in front and Doric behind)
whose "chasteness" has since been much compromised by

The University of Alabama was not only Nichols' finest
work in that state, but also one of the outstanding, albeit

both Italianate frenzy and the exigencies of time and

unrecognized, architectural projects of early nineteenth
century America. His Capitol in Tuscaloosa (Panels 17-19)
represented the further development of another building
type, and was notable primarily for its handsome detailing,
based partially on plates in Nicholson's Architectural

function. Alexander Dearing's house originally exhibited a
rare peripteral colonnade. It is unlikely that Nichols himself
supervised the construction of any of these houses, but he

probably furnished drawings for the best, and the peristyle
of his University Rotunda provided the model for them all.

Dictionary (London, 1819)(Fig. 24). Its Representative's
Hall was modeled on that in Washington (Figs. 25-26),
while the Senate Chamber was characterized by an elegant
circular Corinthian peristyle. One wonders about the

Craftsmen also extended the influence of Nichols' designs,
either by request or simple repetition. For example,
Alexander Baird, a stonecarver who worked for Nichols in

Tuscaloosa, was still active there ten years after the
architect s departure, executing the stonework of Michael
Barry s design for the President's House at the University,
generally and mistakenly attributed to Nichols (see

practicability of the latter form for the purposes of the
chamber. Nichols, however, was to repeat it in Mississippi
(Panel 31) and William Strickland adopted a similar system
in his Tennessee Capitol even later. Christ Church,
Tuscaloosa, proved to be Nichols' finest design of that

Appendix).

Tuscaloosa had two examples of the second of the

type, and his closing of the central intercolumniation of its

labama house types, identified by a two-story pediment
Pi?IS 1 e Carolina-type,"
,.Mordecai"whether
variety (Panel
11).two
Westories.
shall call
of one or
These examples were the Samuel M. Meek House (Fig. 32),
now lost, and the Dennis Dent House (Fig. 33), once the

distyle-in-antis Ionic portico with the addition of a niche
recalled the Unitarian Church in Washington, D.C.,

designed by Charles Bulfinch, ca. 1821-1822, also, sadly,
lost. Nichols' State Bank in Tuscaloosa (Panel 23) survived

long enough to provide our only visual evidence of a

has been both moved to a new site

commercial design by the architect, in this case adapted to

lower basement. Their rural relation was

a street front site.

34), almost certainly

In order to identify their prototypes in North Carolina,

haH

the Alabama houses which Nichols either designed or

by Nichols for the former North Carolinian who

Capitof
lumber for Nichols' Alabama
two^stnrv'^hinpp^V^'^ second Carolina type" was also a

inspired may be divided into three or four categories. The
first of these, without an exact precedent in North Carolina

(unless the Doric colonnade at "Hayes" is considered), was
the grandest: it was usually fronted by a hexastyle Ionic
portico rising to a low pitched roof rather than a pediment.

like fhe omp vJ'
North

House?P^el"77\^^^

The James Hunter Dearing House in Tuscaloosa (Panel

popular* fo?m. '

25), built sometime between 1828 and 1834 for one of the
commissioners of the Alabama Capitol and the husband of

Julia Searcy of Chapel Hill, is the best of this type. Its
country cousins are Thornhill (Fig. 28), built by 1833 for
James I. Thornton who was Alabama's Secretary of State

during Nichols' tenure, and Rosemount (Fig. 27),the house

18

^

pedimented portico
Masonic Hall in Hillsborough,

Childress-Secor-Johnston

Alabama, followed its
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Alabama Capitol, Tuscaioosa, Tuscaloosa Co., Ala.
Interior of the Representatives Hall in the late nineteenth
century while in use as the concert hall of the Alabama
Central Female College. Photograph courtesy of W.S.
Hoole Special Collections Library, The University of
Alabama Library.

Corby Castle, the Seat of Henry Howard, Esqr., designed
by P. Nicholson, plate VIII, volume I, of Peter Nicholson s
Architeciural Dictionary,Lox\(ion, 1819.

This is the probable source for the north and south fronts
of William Nichols' Capitol at Tuscaloosa, 1827-1831.
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Williamson Allen Glover House,

Rosemount," near

Forkland, Greene Co., Ala. Photogra'ph courtesy of the
Alabama Historical Commission.

It is probable that Rosemount was brought to its present
state ca. 1832 according to designs furnished by William
Nichols although awkward aspects of its detailing argue
against his direct involvement in its Construction.

^ousQ, "Monroe Place," South end of

nth St., Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa Co., Ala. Principal front.

Pho^graph by Walker Evans, The University of Alabama
Art Gallery Collection.

James Innes Thornton House, "Thornhill," Watsonia,

4 ■" 'JLa.

ureene Co., Ala. Photograph by Frances Benjamin
Johnston, for the Carnegie Survey of the Architecture of
the South, Library of Congress LC- J7-ALA-I228.

The fourth type, or "third Carolina-type," was a one or
one-and-a-half story house raised above a high basement
with a single story pedimented portico reached by a wide

flight of stairs, as at "Lochiel" in Hillsborough, North
Carolina (Panel 14). Of this type in Tuscaloosa, "Ozment"
(Panel 26) was surely the most handsome and almost

certainly Nichols own design. The old Presbyterian Manse

(Fig. 35), originally built for a man named McGuire,
represented a simpler version and "Myrtle Hall" (Fig. 36)
in the country, was directly related to the type.

With its simpler block-like form and handsome Doric
frieze under the eave which took the place of a colonnade

or portico, the Kimbrough House (Fig. 37) at Hollow
Square, near the site of Erie in what was originally Greene
County, recalled a type common in North Carolina. With
its fanlit gable, it especially evokes the "New Bern School"
(compare Fig. 18). The form is rarely seen in Alabama and

cannot be considered a type. The building's interiors,
however, are among the finest of the period in the state.
Their careful proportions and characteristic detailing,
including laurel wreaths and the canted Greek fret motif of

the inset cornice of the double parlors (Fig. 38), point to
Nichols as the designer.

None of these attributions can be accepted without
question, but they should prove useful in establishing a
State Architect, representatives from all parts of Alabama

Samuel M. Meek House, Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa Co, Ala.
Photocopy of illustration no. 12 in Sydnia Keene Smyth's
Ante-Bellum Architecture of Tuscaloosa," M.A. Thesis,

may have sought his advice and services, yet we know little

Ihe University of Alabama, 1929.

base from which we can work to document both Nichols'
own works and their influence on others. Since he was

about the extent of such patronage outside of those closely
knit communities of emigrants from North Carolina, like
the one in Greensboro, Alabama, described as the

"Carolina Colony" in Samue! S^rudwick's 1823 letter from

there to Thomas Ruffin in Hillsborough. We do know
political figures such as Nichols' good friend. Governor

John Gayle, employed him and recommended him to

others. Nichols' possibilities were further extended during
his two years as Alabama's State Engineer when we know
that he worked both near Florence, surveying the Muscle
Shoals area in connection with the Tennessee Canal, and in

the vicinity of Selma, where in 1832 he was surveying both
sides of the Coosa River for a contemplated connection of
the Tennessee and Alabama Rivers by railroad. Yet we

know nothing of his private commissions during this period
prior to December, 1833 when he and his wife, then living
in Montgomery, sold their remaining property in
Tuscaloosa and moved to Louisiana.

T,f- .'H

James Pickens House, "Honeysuckle Glen," approx. ten
miles south of Greensboro, Greene (now Hale) Co., Ala.
Photocopy of an illustration, p. !, no. 31, volume 64 of
The Greensboro Watchman (Greensboro, Ala.), December

General Dennis Dent House, 1600 Dearing Place (here

4, 1941.

shown in its original position, facing Queen City Ave.),
Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa Co., Ala. Photocopy of an

illustration, p. 398, no. 5, volume XVII, The Archiiectural
Record, May, 1905.

In 1833 Nichols was temporarily passed over in the
selection of a State Architect for Mississippi, a mistake
which was to prove costly to that state. He was not selected

despite the fact that he had been recommended for the

position by Alabama's Governor Gayle and despite the
impressive qualifications that he himself cited in a letter to
Mississippi's Governor Lynch, dated October 12 of the
same year:

...from the circumstance of having had more experience in
the construction of State Capitols than any other individual
in the Union - and from being well versed in the various

prices and modes of building in the Southern Country...!
could bring with me a fund of information which would

result in producing an Edifice not surpassed for Elegance,
Convenience, Stability, and Economy of Expenditure bv
any building of similar Character of the Union.

'■r
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Hayes House, "Myrtlewood," near Boligee, Greene Co.,
Ala. Photograph by W.N. Manning, April 3, 1934, for the
Historic American Buildings Survey (ALA-209), Library of
Congress, ALA, 32-EUTA.V, 1-2.

McGuire House (later Presbyterian Manse), Capitol Park
Ave. at
15th S .) Photograph courtesy of W.S. Greensboro
Hoole Special

Collections Library, The University of Alabama Lihrarv
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Kimbrough (Lumsford/Davis) House, Hollow Square near
site of Old Erie, Greene (now Hale) Co., Ala. Side view of

exterior. Photograph by C. Ford Peatross, 1975.

Kimbrough (Lumsford/Davis) House, Hollow Square near
site of Old Erie, Greene (now Hale) Co., Ala. Interior of

one of two matching parlors connected by sliding doors
after the removal of mantel and plaster centerpiece.
Photograph by C. Ford Peatross, 1975.
Without question this was one of the finest houses of its
period in Alabama. It even retained its original colors. At

the time of these photographs its parts were being
"cannibalized" by a noted "restoration" architect.

Soon after his unsuccessful bid Nichols must have

accepted the position of Assistant State Engineer in

Louisiana, where his first job was the State Penitentiary at

-/ u Lj i.

Baton Roiige, already in progress. New Orleans was then
still capital of Louisiana, and in 1834 to 1835, while

Nichols was there, unofficial "capital" of the developing

American West. It was a center not only of trade and
transportation, but also of architectural activity, where the

bold new forms of the Greek, Gothic, and Egyptian

Revivals were appearing in structures on a scale and
magnificence unprecedented in this country. The oriainal
new Greek vocabulary created by James Dakin-deiails of
wer^i^hP^
fu
Minard
in 1835 and
were to be enthusiastically
copied
and Lafever
interpreted

^■{ r£
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throughout the Union in the next fifteen years—was
u" massive
Orleans.
According
to Gallier,
Dakin s partner on the
Merchant's
E.xchance
me domro'
t^e
dome of
fTh^^^
hat structure s mam business room (Fig 39)

tr
nev£ n

almos exarHv
Merchants' Exchange, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, La.
Section through original main business room. Original
drawing by James Dakin (?) reproduced through the
courtesy of the Historic New Orleans Collection.

This building was begun by Charles Dakin and James

Gallier as early as 1834. According to Arthur Scully it was
carried to completion under the superintendence of James
Dakin, 1837-1838. The rich Corinthian order was modeled

after that of the Choragic Monument of Lysicrates.

m ^ ''''''

chamber, its

Co nth an and",'

concerning
was

of ornament

order .^he bfauUful

Despite his title, Nichols' work in Louisiana w^,.

Krd^sli'nrfor'.rr"'his°s~y::r .here,,
La.fob^rcharl.y
A^Vta
TlfTsI
needs of the slate government Ivfr h rrooommodate the
(Panel 28) Tho«P Hp .
o die rear of ,h

Represmwtivest

been set to contract
speeded the addition of a wing

™T'u

coLtrtac-h
"hl?^
Senate ChamberUnt^et
in fhe ma^n

f-rotored a
Corinthian
^ gallery.
A new

form with "ten turned cnf building was semi-circular in

and both wings Nichols renr"'^' i

'be mam building

pitched ones ?o'vered in sHtp "f- u
with
their exterior an,^P
i ' which substaniialiy altered
vv^ere Sscr
acoustics in the new hall
considered remr,

waQ rpm

but all Nichols' work was

^'^Porary, as it proved to be when the Capitol

the fn,mpr^

demolisheV^

bi 1848. In 1850 the .site of

house was sold and its building.s later
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United States Capitol, Washington, D.C. Perspective view
of exterior as completed by Charles Bulfinch, ca. 1828.
W.H. Barlleit's popular view of that structure's principal
front as reproduced in N.P. Willis' American Scenery
{p.288), 1839, courtesy of the Library of Congress LCUSZ62-3718.

Mississippi Capitol, Pearl St. at Capitol St., Jackson,
Hinds Co., Miss. Perspective view as completed by William

The final segment of Nichols' career was spent in
Mississippi where he was ultimately appointed State
Architect in 1836. His two years in Louisiana had served
him well both in experience and inspiration, for it was in
Mississippi that Nichols carried out his most mature works.
Among them were two masterpieces: the Mi.ssissippi
Capitol, the culmination of the functional development of a
building type, and the Governor's Mansion, one of the
finest expressions of the American Greek Revival style.
Arriving in .Jackson early in 1836, Nichols' first task was
to take down the work of his predecessor, John Lavyrence,
which had proven neither sound nor appropriate to its
purpose. He immediately began the erection of his own
design for a capitol which he carried to completion by 1840
(Panels 29-34). His work on the Capitol, as well as the
Penitentiary began in 1836 and continually developed
(Panel 37), and the Governor's Mansion, begun in 1839
and finished in 1842 (Panels 35-36), is all carefully and

Nichols, ca. 1839. Photograph courtesy of the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History.

extensively recorded in the manuscript volumes,

The exterior of the Capitol at Jack.son (Fig. 40) was an

obvious interpretation, on a reduced scale, of the Capitol at
Washington as completed by Charles Bulfinch, ca. 1828

(Fig. 41). Their exterior massing and principal elements
were quite similar. Nichols' true mastery, however, reveals

itself more on the interior of the Mississippi Capitol, which

as Talbot Hamlin aptly observed almost forty years ago,
actually improved upon the Federal design:
In every way its plan u'as more direct and simple, its

circulation more dear and lofiical. Nevertheless it preserved
much of the geometrical interest of the earlier building in

"Proceedings of the Board of Commissioners of Public
Buildings of the State of Missi.ssippi," preserved in the

the variety of its rooms. The whole

Mississippi Department of Archives and History.

care and imagination.

richly detailed with

Fortunately E.L. Malvaney's plans and sections of that

structure (Panel 30) made before the principal chambers
were gutted, allow us to observe both Nichols' careful

'SStfl

planning and the complex but very rational

interrelationships of his interior spaces. F.J. Laist's 1916
photographs complement the drawings by providing a
record of the Capitol's exquisite interior detailing. The
delicate octagonal coffers of the shallow skylit dome above
the Corinthian peristyle of his Senate Chamber (Panel 31)
and the rich cornice of his Supreme Court Room (Panel 33)
are gone. In fact, only Nichols' Rotunda (Panel 33) and

M
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ground floor corridors (Panel 34) survive much as he
designed them.

The penitentiary at Jackson was a massive complex,
covering four square blocks (Panel 37). Nichols designed it
in the most popular style for such institutions, the Gothic,
whose towers and battlements were so expressive of a
stronghold. A high brick wall surrounded the entire
compound. There were only two entrances: one into the
service yard off of West Street and the official entrance

through the castellated "centre building." This along with
the guard tower which was topped with a form like an
Egyptian pylon, and the "keeper's house" of the "East"

or "prison" wing, all seem to have been rebuilt according
to their original design after suffering considerable damage
at the hands of Sherman's troops in 1865. The huge east
prison itself, however, built according to the Auburn
system of penal management which specified solitary
confinement at night and communal labor during the day,
was rebuilt without the battlements which originally
decorated its ends. Nichols' work on this institution

apparently continued from 1836 until about 1848 when the

office of State Architect was abolished. The entire complex
was demolished in 1901 to provide a site for the present
Mississippi Capitol.

42.

Minard Lafever's The Beauties
of Modern Architecture, second
edition. New York, 1839.
This represents the likely source of Nichols' parlor

doorways in the Mississippi Governor's Mansion
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If we compare Jackson's Capitol Street to the Mall or

Constitution Avenue in Washington, D.C., we can better
understand how Nichols consciously sited and designed his

Mississippi Governor's Mansion to reflect the relationship
between the Federal Capitol and Executive Mansion. His
mansion (Panels 35-36), expertly articulated on its exterior
through a system of Corinthian pilasters and portico bound
together by a common high entablature, remains both
imposing and in agreement with Nichols' original intentions
"to avoid a profusion of ornament, and to adhere to a

plain republican simplicity, as best comporting with the
dignity of the State." Fortunately the Historic American

Buildings Survey recorded its early Lafever-inspired (Figs.
42-43) interiors, some of the finest of the period before a
recent and misdirected "restoration" greatly compromised
their historical integrity. Nevertheless, Nichols' design
compares favorably with any contemporary work in the
country. In fact, A.J. Davis' well-known John Cox Stevens

House in New York City, built in 1845, seems but a modest
development of the type.
Of other houses designed by Nichols in Jackson we have
no record, even though that town apparently remained his
permanent residence. His third wife, Lydia Lucinda Smith
of North Carolina, whom he had married in Jackson on

September 23, 1836, continued to live in Hinds County
after her husband's death in 1853. Yet, after his
Presbyterian Church, designed and built between 1843 and

1846, we have no other documented commissions of any
type in that county. Certainly we can assume that some of

Nichols' works were destroyed during the hostilities of the

1860s, but Jackson's own growth probably produced many
more casualties than Sherman's Army. What is more
MISS. 67
HJ.

remarkable is the scarcity of known or attributed

commissions throughout the State, for Nichols, as State
Architect, was at the center of Mississippi's social and

Mississippi Governor's Mansion, Capitol Street, Hinds Co.

political life for over twelve years, and actively practiced

Miss. Detail of parlor doorway. Photograph by James
Butters, June 1, 1936, for the Historic American Buildings

his trade for five more. He advertised as late as November

Survey (MISS-67), Library of Congress, MISS, 25-JACK,
6-2.

1850 to "furnish designs for residences in every style of
Architecture, accompanied with plans, details, specimens,
and directions, with a careful and accurate estimate of the
cost."

We do know that Nichols was in Oxford, in Lafayette
County, through most of 1846 to 1848, superintending the
erection of his designs for the University of Mississippi
(Panels 38-40). The Lyceum there, with its impressive
portico of Ionic columns unfluted in their lower
dimensions, represented a compromise for Nichols, who
had wanted to place the columns above a raised basement
similar to the one he had employed on the Capitol at
Jackson. His master plan for the campus, apparently
followed at least through 1854, was unusual in that its
buildings are pulled into circular (or octagonal) plan
around an open court. The rather Egyptian doorway of the
Lyceum is another odd element in what remains an
unsatisfactory project, especially when compared with the
architect's earlier achievements at The University of

IT (.af l/y a

(\

Alabama.

From 1849 through 1850, when the census again recorded
him, Nichols was in Yazoo City, then the second city of
Mississippi and hoping to win the title of capitol away from
Jackson. There Nichols erected a building which was the
direct expression of that optimism. Although now lost, it
was then considered the grandest court house in the state
and described upon completion as follows:
An edifice has arisen in our midst of unsurpassed beauty
and convenience in the State at least—and of which our
county may well be proud. It is an excellent specimen of
the Grecian style of architecture, treated with spirit and
taste. It has an imposing appearancefrom the simplicity of
the design, the beautiful proportions of its parts, and
perfect expression of its purpose.
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"Balcony Window," fig. 145 of A.J. Downing's The
Architecture of Country Houses, first edition, New York

The whole structure is 60feet on Broadway, and 60feet on
Washington Street. The entrance in the centre is gained by

1852.

steps to a portico of 4 massive columns, entablature etc.

modeledfrom those of the Parthenon at Athens; the flank
entrances have frontispieces in accordance with the portico.
The exterior of the upper, or principal story is decorated
with pilasters, the capitals of which are enriched with
leaves, etc., similar to those of the Temple of the Winds at
Athens, Finishing with architrave, frieze, dentil cornice,
and blocking course, etc. On the apex of the roof stands a
cupola with a dome, etc., supported by 6 insulated
Corinthian columns.

30
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The design and execution of the building reflects the
highest credit upon the architect's skill and genius.... The
perfect good taste, elegance, and simplicity, which adorn
the whole, prove Capt. Nichols entire master of his

No one can abominate puffing more than myself, nor
would I have troubled you on the score, butfor the
necessity there is of counteracting the many unfavourable

reports that have been circulated by interested persons,
which I think would be completely silenced by publishing a

profession.

favorable account....

The court house in Canton, Mississippi, erected in 1852,
survives as a simpler version of this type.

The purpose of this essay and exhibition has been more to
counter a total lack of reports, rather than unfavorable
ones, but we are happy to oblige. Now, perhaps, Nichols'
epitaph becomes more meaningful:

Around the time that he finished his work in Yazoo City,

including improvements to the streets and sidewalks,

Nichols probably provided the designs for "Shamrock"
(Panel 41), the Porterfield House in Vicksburg, an easy trip
by boat from Yazoo City or by rail from Jackson. This
attribution is based primarily on the structure's form and
detailing, for "Shamrock" exhibited elements characteristic
of Nichols' work, including double porches, a bold

encompassing entablature with bracketed dentil course, and

Haply thy Spirit in some higher sphere

interior details such as laurel wreaths in the parlor frieze.
We have no record of other designs after 1851, except

Soars with motions which it measured here

While thy worn frame enjoys its long repose
Freedfrom the cares of Life and all its woes.

for the two commissions which Nichols was carrying out in

Lexington, Mississippi, at the time of his death. The first
of these commissions, for the Lexington Male and Female
College (Panel 42), is well documented. It was a simple
temple-form structure with a hexastyle Corinthian portico

C. Ford Peatross

similar to the Tower of Winds. The second commission,

which local tradition gives to Nichols, was the J-M. Dyer
House (Panel 43), later known as "Terry- Stone," a
handsome Italianate villa, perhaps the earliest example of
its type in the state. Of frame construction with an

octagonal cupola, the Dyer House combined both Italianate
(Fig. 44) and "Swiss" details (note the side bay) of the type
only recently available through publications like A.J.
Downing's The Architecture of Country Houses(New
York, 1852). If by Nichols, as its symmetry argues, it
demonstrates that a lively, creative, and informed interest
in and practice of architecture extended to the last year of

one of the longest, most productive and least recognized
careers in the history of American architecture.
Such anonymity would have been less of a concern to

Nichols than the possibility that his works might be
improperly or unfairly evaluated, for as he wrote to
Archibald Murphy in 1825:
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The President's Mansion at The University of Alabama in
the 1890's. The mansion retained much of its original
character until 1908 when it was extensively remodeled by
the Montgomery architect, Frank Lockwood. However,
certain alterations and additions had already been made

before this photograph was taken;

•K - ■

the 1880s and iron cresting put in its place. 'he
Theroof
ironprior
porchto
railing was added in 1853 (the balcony railing dates from

Ldded'in TlfsT W°8

""h railing was

The itn
University ot Alabama Library.Cohections Library,

University of Alabama paid Nichols the $600 he had
requested, but whether he carried out his part of the

THE PRESIDENT'S MANSION
AT THE

bargain is not recorded. In 1838 the Building Committee
reported that "in selecting the site for the President's

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

House your Committee had no plan of the original design
by which they could be governed and it became necessary
therefore to take the buildings as they stood and form such
a design from them as appeared most likely to answer the
great object in view."

In May 1839 Michael Barry was contracted by the Board

For over three-quarters of a century the President's
Mansion at The University of Alabama was considered to

of Trustees to construct and superintend a "Mansion
House for the President of the University of Alabama on

be one of William Nichols' finest buildings. In the May

the University grounds opposite the Rotunda." Barry

1905 issue of The Architectural Record, J. Robie Kennedy,

agreed to construct the building "to conform as near as
may be to the plan of a building and of the dimensions
thereof furnished by the said M. Barry to the said Trustees

assuming that the house was part of the original plan for
the university, attributed the structure to this architect. In
later literature on the mansion the construction date was

and now in the possession of Governor Bagby, as general

corrected to 1839-41, but the attribution to Nichols
persisted. However, in 1976 Sally Bealle Moore discovered

superintendent and architect of the same."
Barry's source of inspiration for the President's Mansion

documents concerned with the construction of the house

is not documented. However, it is obvious that his tastes,

signed by Michael Barry as both architect and building
superintendent. Further research in the archives indicates
that Nichols did not play a direct part in either its design or

or perhaps those of the Building Committee, were
conservative. Certain features of the mansion such as the
Ionic colonnade, the stuccoed facade lined to imitate cut

its construction.

stone, and the low-pitched roof surmounted by a balustrade

Until 1841 the President of The University of Alabama

(removed before 1885) reflect the continuation of a late

lived in one of the faculty houses designed by Nichols in
1828-31. Nichols' faculty houses appear to have been
adequate but not particularly comfortable. As they were
located near the dining hall and dormitories of the
students, they lacked privacy, and, being so closely aligned
with the other campus structures, there was the constant
danger of fire. To provide a more suitable residence for its
dynamic new president, the Reverend Basil Manly the
Board of Trustees passed a resolution in December 1838
appropriating funds for this purpose. A building committee
was formed and charged with the responsibility of selecting

Federal-early Greek Revival type popular in Tuscaloosa
since the 1820's. The most exceptional features of the
mansion are the use of a pulvinated frieze below the

cornice of the facade and the unusual entrance doorway.
The pulvinated or curved frieze—a Palladian device

associated with the Ionic order—was occasionally used
during the Georgian and Federal periods. However, it was
usually relegated to interior paneling and rarely appeared
on the outside of a building. Its appearance on the outside

of a structure built during the late 1830's is interesting.
Barry may have had access to one of Asher Benjamin's
popular builder's guides. Editions printed in the 1820's and
early 1830's included Palladio's Renaissance interpretations
of the classical orders as well as the currently more
fashionable Greek orders. Other features of the house point

a site on campus and a suitable design for the new

building. There is no documentary evidence that this
committee solicited a plan from William Nichols, who was
then living in Mississippi and serving as that state's
architect. Nor was there an existing Nichols plan of any

hand over all his plans for the campus in return for a sum

toward the influence of Asher Benjamin as well. The likely
source for the beautiful entrance doorway or "frontpiece"
may be found in two parlor door designs in Benjamin's
1833 edition of Practice of Architecture. The moldings of

of money to which he considered himself entitled for

the interior door and window architraves and the corner

additional services to the university. In January 1832 The

blocks appear to have been derived from the same source.

sort in their possession. It is curious that the plans and
drawings for the 1828-31 campus buildings were not

available to the committee. In April 1831 Nichols agreed to
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Even if extensive documentation did not already exist
associating Michael Barry with the design and construction

The similarity ot Barry's structure to buildines desitined

by William Nichols between 1827 and 1832 is due in part to
Nichols influence on local craltsmen. Alexander Baird, a

of the President's Mansion it is doubtful that the

attribution to William Nichols would have persisted much

stone mason who carved much of the stone work for the

longer. On stylistic evidence alone it is difficult to associate

President's Mansion, had earlier worked with Nichols on
the stone work of the Alabama Capitol and on the orieinal

the mansion with Nichols' contemporary work in
Mississippi. By 1838 Nichols was designing works in the

University ol Alabama buildings. No doubt there were^

most advanced Greek Revival Style. It is hard to imagine
that he would have provided The University of Alabama

others who continued to be inlluenced by Nichols' earlier
training and supervision, it is possible that Michael Barrv

with such a conservative plan.
Barry's design for the President's Mansion is closer to
the earlier Alabama phase of Nichols' career. This is

himself may have worked under the architect. Obviouslv'
Nichols inlluence on Tuscaloosa architecture continued

long alter his departure. Thus it is understandable that the
President s Mansion should have been attributed to William

understandable since no Tuscaloosa resident in the 1830's

could have failed to have been impressed by the many
public buildings and houses designed by this architect. Like

Nichols tor so many years.
Robert O. Mellown

Nichols' Alabama Capitol, the mansion rests on a raised

basement with Roman arches. This feature was probably
used to give the house the added height necessary to
visually relate it to Nichols' massive Rotunda towards
which it faced.

The design of the mansion may also have been inHuenced

by Nichols' Tuscaloosa houses. It is significant that
Governor Bagby, a member of the Building Committee,
was then living in the Captain James H. Datring house
(Panel 25)—the design of which Peaiross attributes to
William Nichols. The house, before extensive alterations in
this century, bore a resemblance to the President's
mansion.

From an 1841 watercolor and recently discovered
painting specifications for the President's Mansion it is

possible to determine its original polychromatic color
scheme. The facade was stuccoed and painted to imitate cut
stone, and the door and window frames were also painted a
"stone colour." The doors and windows themselves,

however, were painted white with green blinds. The column
shafts appear to have been tinted a buff color and the bases

and capitals were painted white (the building specifications
called for marble, but local sandstone appears to have been

substituted for economy). The brick walls were left exposed
at the sides and rear of the structure adding even more
texture and color to the building. From photographic
evidence it appears that the Dearing House had a sitnilar
color scheme, though the side walls may have also been
stuccoed. The low-pitched roofs of both the President's

Mansion and the Dearing House were obscured by wooden
balustrades painted white. The Dearing House had the
additional feature of an observatory at the peak of the
hipped roof.
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CATALOGUE ENTRIES AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC CREDITS

North Carolina State House. Jacob Marling painting. Capitol Square,
Raleigh, Wake Co., N.C. State Dept. of Archives and History, North
Carolina Museum of History, Raleigh, N.C.

E.xterior as remodeled by William Nichols. The original block was built by
Rodham Atkins ca. 1792-94. Enlarged and remodeled by William Nichols
1820-24. Burned 1831.

Lithograph of interior of the rotunda. State Dept. of Archives and
History, North Carolina Museum of History, Raleigh, N.C. 63. 53. 98.
This print shows the interior of the rotunda as designed by William
Nichols for the statue of George Washington by the Italian neoclassical
sculptor, Antonio Canova. Lafayette is shown contemplating the figure

1.

''^ew Bern Academy, New Bern, Craven Co., N.C. Frances Benjamin
Johnsion, photographer. The Library of Congre.ss, LC J7-NC 2198.

during his 1825 tour of the U.S.
9.

Built 1806-09. Design attributed to William Nichols. Later alterations

North Carolina State House. Goodacre Engraving. Capitol Square,
Raleigh, Wake Co., N.C. State Dept. of Archives and History, Raleigh,

appear in the photograph.
2.

N.C. N-53. 15 361.

A'eu' Bern Academy. Detail of entrance portico (with later alterations).

E.xterior as remodeled by William Nichols 1820-24.

New Bern, Craven Co., N.C. Frances Benjamin Johnston, photographer.
The Library of Congress, LC J7-NC 2199.
"Hayes" James C. Johnston Home. Detail of NE entrance portico (land

10.

"Governor^ Palace." North (entrance) front. End of Fayetteville St. on
axis with south wing of Nichols' State House, Raleigh, Wake Co., N.C.
State Dept. of Archives and History, North Carolina Mu.seum of History,

Iront), Hayes Plantation near Edenton, Chowan Co., N.C. Frances

Benjamin Johnston, photographer. The Library of Congre.ss, LC J7-NC

Raleigh, N.C. N. 53-15-1790.
This photo shows the structure shortly before demolition. Built ca.

2171.
3.

1813-14. Addition of portico and other modifications attributed to

"Hayes" James C. Johnston House. NE (land) front, Hayes Plantation

William Nichols ca. 1820-24.

near Edenton, Chowon Co., N.C. State Dept. of Archieves and History,

1 1.

Raleigh, N.C. N.66-1-1-2.

Moses Mordecai House. Mimosa St.. Raleigh, Wake Co., N.C. Photo; C.

"Hayes" James C. Johnston House. .SW (Water) front, Hayes Plantation

Ford Peatross.

near Edenton, Chowan Co.. N.C. Historic American Buildings Survey.

Exterior as enlarged by William Nichols in 1824-26.

NC. 21-EDETV 1-5.

12.

Built 1814-17. Design attributed to W illiam Nichols.

Moses Mordecai House. Detail of main entrance, portico, mantel in east

4.

parlor, and doorway to west parlor. Photo; C. Ford Peatross.

"Hayes" James C. Johnston House. NE elevation, SW elevation, lirst

13.

floor plan; section through main building: and NW elevatioii. Hayes

Masonic Hall(Eagle Lodge No. 71). 143 W. King St., Hillsborough,

Plantation near Edenton, Chowan Co., N.C. Historic American Buildings

Orange Co., N.C. Frances Benjamin Johnston, photographer. The Librarv

Survey.

of Congre.ss, LC 27-NC 2766.

5.

Exterior with ob-servatory and gallery removed. Design by William

"Hayes" James C. Johnston House. NW Pavilion (land front);

Nichols, built by John Berry 1823-25.

"Ciothick" Library(NW Pavilion); Doorway, center hall lirst floor; and
SW Doorway. Hayes Plantation near Edenton. Chowan Co., N.C.

14.

I ranees Benjamin Johnston, photoerapher. The Library ol Cotigress. LC
.i7-NC 2177, 2170, 2176. and 2180.'

"Lochiel,"Mary Read Anderson (nee Cameron) House. West of

Hillsborough, Orange Co., N.C. Frances Benjamin Johnston,

6.

photographer. The Library of Congress, LC JC-NC 2764.

"Oval Ballroom" formerly attached to Halliday-W illiams House. 215
Ciillcspie St., now part of Heritage Square and adjacent to 225 Dick St..

Burned ca. 1951.

Built I820's by John Berry probably to designs bv William Nichols.

i ayettcville. Cumberland Co.. N.C. Frances Benjamin Johnston,

West addition and remodeling by John Berry ca. 1830. Probablv based on

photographer. The Library of Congress. LC .17-NC 2321 and 2319.

William Nichols' designs.

Design attributed to William Nichols after 1818.

15.

"New Chapel" Gerrard Hall, The Universitv of North Carolina at Chapel

7.

Duncan Mcl.eran House/Branch Bank of U.S. West front (including late

Hill, Chapel Hill, Orange Co., N.C. Photo ca. 1888 before the removal of
Nichols' portico. State Dept. of Archives and History, North Carolina

19th c. alterations), 225 Dick St., now Heritage .Square. Layettesille,
C uniberland Co., N.C. Frances Benjamin Johnston, photographer. The

Museum of History, Raleigh, N.C. N. 72-1-127.

I ibrary of Congress, LC J7-NC 2304.

Designed and built by William Nichols. The interior was not completed

Portico added and interior modifications probablv carried out ca. 1820 by

until 1837. Portico removed ca. 1900.

William Nichols.
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16.

21.

^''Perspective Map of Tuskaloosa, Ala., County Seat of Tuskaloosa Co.,
1887." The Beck and Paulli Lith. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. The Library of

The Rotunda (south front). The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,
Tuscaloosa Co., Ala. Detail of the only known photographic view of the
campus. W.S. Hoole Special Collections Library, The University of

Congress, Geography and Map Division, no. 24957. Ala 1887.
17.

Alabama Library.

Alabama State Capitol. SW end of Broad St., Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa

Designed and built by William Nichols 1828-31. The projecting rectangle

Co., Ala. Watercolor by Margaret Cammer Furman, 1841. Photo courtesy

with gable was the base for a tower which was never built.

of Sarah Walls, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

The Rotunda, The Universtiy of Virgina, Charlottesville, Albemarle Co

East (main front from Broad St. showing that the upper stories were

Virginia. The Library of Congress.

originally stuccoed or painted to resemble stone. Designed and built by
William Nichols 1827-31. Replaced with the removal of the capital to

Designed and built by Thomas Jefferson 1819-21. Completed ca 18''6

Montgomery, Ala. in 1847. Burned 1923.

This view shows the Rotunda before Stanford White's alterations
following the 1895 fire.

18.

added later): East and north fronts while Alabama Central Female

Ruins of the Rotunda, The University of Alabama. Draw ing, ca 1866
W.S. Hoole Special Collections library. The University of Alabama

College. W.S. Hoole Special Collections Library, The University of

Library.

Alabama Library.

Designed and built by William Nichols 1828-31. Burned April 4 1865 bv
Croxton's Raiders. The University's library housed in the structure was
also completely destroyed. The Rotunda was located a few feet south of

Alabama State Capitol. Detail of cupola and pedimented east wing (belfry

19.

Alabama State Capitol. Interior details. Top left: SUPREME COURT
ROOM in basement story towards doorway to the rotunda with colonnade

the present main library.

defining the spectators' gallery. Top right: ENTRANCE VESTIBULE
with stairway in basement story, east wing, looking through the Rotunda

Ruins of the Lyceum, The University of Alabama. r>ra\\ \ng 1866 WS

Hoole Special Collections Library. The Universtiy of Alabama Library'
Designed and built by \Villiam Nichols 1828-30. Burned April 4. 186s' bv

toward entrance to Supreme Court room. Bottom left: ROTUNDA on
basement story looking NE. The archway at left led to the north corridor
and government offices. The right archway led to the entrance vestibule.

Croxton s Raiders. The Lyceum was located on the site of Clark Half '

Bottom right: ROTUNDA from the basement story looking west to the
doorway to the Central Female College. W.S. Hoole Special Collections

22.

Library, The University of Alabama Library.

view of east (entrance) and north sides. W.S Hoole Special rnll.-.-ii,^nv

The Steward's Hall, "Hotel,"(Gorgas House). East (entrance) from and

Library, The University of Alabama Library.

20.

The University of Alabama Campus (south front), Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa
Co., Ala. Detail from "The Alabama University March Composed and
Respectfully Dedicated to the Faculty of the University of Alabama by
A.P. Pfister of Alabama." Lithographic design on sheet music cover.

"

'"-ctions

Designed and built by William Nichols 1828-29. These views show the

original portico after the addition of stone stairs. The portico was inlarued
to Its present dimensions in 1896.

vniargcU

23.

W.S. Hoole Special Collections Library, The University of Alabama

Mate Bank of Alabama (later James H. Fitts House), 2414 Broad St

library.

Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa Co.. Ala. W.S. Hoole Sncciai C.sll,?..;

the University of Alabama Library.

This view shows the campus as intended in William Nichols' original 1828
plan and partially realized in 1859. The circular building in the center was

^

i "k

Collections Library.

Built ca. 1827-28. Design attributed to William Nichols This vi^v. n

the ROTUNDA (1828-30). Directly behind it was the LYCEUM (1828-30.
Flanking the lyceum were FACULTY RESIDENCES (1828-30). To the left

..

the structure when in use as a private residence OrieiivilK ii,.

7,;
bank while upper Hoor Kmised fS
officials and clerks. Demolished 1919.

of the Rotunda were two dormitories or "Colleges": WASHINGTON
HALL (1828-31) in the left background and FRANKLIN HALL (1832) in
the left foreground. To the right were two other dormitories:
JEFFERSON HALL (1828-31) in the right background and MADISON
HALL (1859) in the right foreground. Madison Hall was not built by
Nichols but it was constructed according to his original plan for the

h k'

View of Tuscaloosa. Ala looking SW down Cotton (now 6th) St 1841

P'""" ""'"o^y'lf'sarnh Wall.
Left: The Tu^aloosa Co. Court House (demolished) Middle- C iiv H-,M

campus.

(possibly a Nichols structure, now site of Bama Thcair.>V p k/ if

The STEWARD'S HALL (1828-29) is obscured in this view by

Christ Episcopal Church before it was a'nuXkJ in r

Washington and Franklin halls. The buildings in the extreme left

ehurch before i, way remodeled in a Golhw .nielilTsilT'"''

i

Designed and built by William Nichols 18'>9 31 Tt,

background were never built. All of Nichols' buildings with the exception
of the Steward's Hall were destroyed during the Civil War by Croxton's

24.

Raiders on April 4, 1865.
The University of Alabama Campus (south front), Tuscaloosa, Tu.scaloosa

6th) St. with a partial view ol the sleeple Interior

Christ Church (Episcopal). SW fronr inH

.ti, • .

and Exterior east end with apsidal structure. Washinutmi St''7ncw
Ave.) at Cotton (now 6ih) St. Tuscaloosa. Tuscaloosa Ala;
-

Co., Ala. W.S. Hoole Special Collections Library, The University of
Alabama Library.

Designed and built by William Nichols 1829-31 These vi.Mvo i

This is the only known photographic view of the original University of

church before it was remodeled in a Gothic style ca 1887

Alabama campus.
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25.

30.

Captain James H. Dearing House (University Club), East Margin St.(now

Mississippi State Capitol. Malvaney measured drawings documenting the
interior form and plan of the structure before the principal chambers were

Queen City Ave.) at the Huntsville Road (now University Blvd.),
Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa Co., Ala. W.S. Hoole Special Collections Library,
The University of Alabama Library.

gutted c. 1916. Prepared by H.N. Austin and H.J Kramer, draftsmen.
State of Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jackson, Miss.

Built ca. 1828 by John Johnston Webster probably to designs by William
Nichols. This photo shows the building as it appeared before the original
balustrades and observatory were removed from the roof.

CROSS SECTION (E-W)showing original State Library (top). Supreme
Court (middle), and Chancery court (bottom).

LONGITUDINAL SECTION (N-S) Note especially the original
configuration of the Senate Chamber at right (south wing) with its shallow
dome and skylight.
FIRST FLOOR PLAN with chambers—Representatives Hall, Senate
Chamber, and Supreme Court Room.

26.

"Ozment," Dr. John Wallace House. NE (main) entrance, Greensboro
Road (now Ave.), Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa Co., Ala. Frances Benjamin

Johnston, photographer. The Library of Congress. LC J7 ALA 1148 and

FRONT ELEVATION.

1149.

31.

Built ca 1830. Design attributed to William Nichols. Demolished.

Mississippi State Capitol. Senate Chamber Colonnade and Dome. State of
Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jackson, Miss., PI STR
C36 no. 3J.
Note the elaborate plaster work of the shallow dome which features
octagonal coffers and rosettes. The other photos depict three views of the

27.

Chiidress-Secor-Johnston (Torbert) House. Whelan St., Greensboro,
Greene (now Hale) Co., Ala. Alex Bush, photographer, Oct. 8, 1936.
Historic American Buildings Survey. ALA, 33 GREBO 9-1.

Built ca. 1829-33. A "Carolina" type house designed or influenced by

Corinthian colonnade which defined the area beneath the domed ceiling.

William Nichols.

32.

28.

Mississippi State Capitol. Representatives Hall shortly before it was
replaced by offices. State of Mississippi Department of Archives and
History, Jackson, Miss., PI STR C36 no. 3k.

Louisiana State House. New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana. The
Historic New Orleans Collection, 1955.19 (detail), and Slate House

Square. Bounded by Canal Common, Baronne Streets, and University

33.

Place, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana. The Historic New Orleans

Mississippi State Capitol. Supreme Court Room, first (main) floor. State
of Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jackson, Miss.
The view illustrated shows the room's rich and beautifully proportioned
detailing crumbling after years of neglect.

Collection, New Orleans, La.

Plan showing the addition at the rear of Latrobe's Charity Hospital which
was designed by Nichols in 1835 for the Louisiana House of

Representatives. He also designed a new Senate Chamber within the

Mississippi State Capitol. View looking up into the elaborate coffered
dome of the rotunda. Lester Jones, photographer, Feb. 20, 1940. Historic
American Buildings survey, MISS 56 JACK 3-6.
This represents one of the few Nichols' interiors which remains intact. It is
probably his grandest.

original block and remodeled the flanking buildings to serve as state

offices changing their flat roofs to pedimented ones. Baton Rouge

replaced New Orleans as capital in 1847. In 1850 the site of the former
state house was sold and its buildings later demolished.

Nichols was temporarily passed over as state architect for Mississippi in
1833. Soon thereafter he left Montgomery, Ala., and his position as that
state's chief engineer to become assistant state engineer in Louisiana. In
1834 he arrived in New Orleans at that time the unofficial "capital

34.

Mississippi State Cap/Vo/.Interior of the basement (ground) floor corridor
along which state offices were situated. Lester Jones, photographer, Feb.

'

developing American West, and a center of trade and transportation. The
city was in a white heat of building activitiy and a center of architectural

20, 1940. Historic American Buildings Survey, MISS 56 JACK 3-7.

Mississippi State Capitol. Detail of "Lafever-type" architrave from
basement (ground) floor corridor. Lester Jones, photographer, Feb. 20,

creativity where the bold new forms of the Greek, Gothic, and Egyptian

styles were appearing in structures of a scale and magnificence
unprecedented in this country. Despite his title, Nichols' work in
Louisiana was primarily architectural. It included work on the penitentiary

1940. Historic American Buildings Survey, MISS 56 JACK 3-8.

Detailsfrom Lafever''s 1839 Beauties of Modern Architecture used on tops
of doorways on the ground (basement) story corridors. Photo: C. Ford

at Baton Rouge and in 1835 the designs for the enlargement

remodeling of Benjamin Henry Latrobe's Charity Hospital (of 1815) to

Peatross.

serve as a temporary state house.

Mississippi State Capitol. Exterior south front after "restoration" of

29.

1959-61. Photo: C. Ford Peatross.

Mississippi State Capitol. Undated view looking east on Capitol St.

The original stucco was removed from the upper stories leaving the raw

towards west (main) front and undated view looking south along State bt.
showing north and west (main) front. State St. at head of Capitol St.
bound at north by Amity and south by Pearl St. Jackson, Hinds Co.,

brick exposed. Note the use of the Doric order with columns unfiuted at
the base that Nichols had employed in the same position on his Alabama
Capitol, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Miss. State of Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jac son.
Miss.

Designed and built by William Nichols 1833/36-40. Replaced ca. 1903.
Remodeled for state offices ca. 1916. Substantially rebuilt and remodeiea
in 1959-61 to serve as State Historical museum.

These views show the original appearance of the building. The upper
stories were covered with stucco to simulate cut stone. A stone and iron

fence designed by Nichols enclosed the structure.
49
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